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FOREWORD
This report describes the results obtained on the program performed by the
Aerotherm Division of Acurex Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Research Center, under Contract NASl-16808-Phase I and II.
The work was conducted during the period September 4, 1981 through October 30, 1983.
The use of commercial products or names in this report does not constitute official
endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Mr. P. M. Hergenrother was the NASAtechnical monitor. Mr C. B. Delano was
the principal investigator and program manager. The following personnel provided
support to various program activities.
Mr. C. J. Kiskiras -- polymer synthesis
Mr. A. H. McLeod -- polymer evaluation
Mr. D. E. Dayton -- specimen preparation
A third year follow-on program was initiated on September 28, 1983"which is
directed toward the development of methods to produce high quality prepregs and
composites through demonstration of the attainment of acceptable composite properties
for use in aerospace vehicles.
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SUMMARY
Several aliphatic-aromatic thermoplastic polymers in neat resin form have been
identified which hold promise as solvent-resistant matrices for application in
composites for aerospace vehicles. During this initial 24-month technical effort,
16 compositions representing polyimides and two types of polybenzimidazoles were
synthesized, molded, and characterized. Polyimides from pyromellitic dianhydride
with 1,6-hexane- and 1,8-octanediamines and polybenzimidazoles from 3,3',4,4'-tetra-
amino biphenyl with suberic and sebacic acids and 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid
demonstrated excellent unstressed resistance to chloroform, acetone, and tricresyl
phosphate. N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles and polyimides from 3,3',4,4'-benzo-
phenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride with aliphatic diamines were susceptible to
chloroform absorption. Modification of the aliphatic polyimides from
3,3',4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride and 1,6-hexane- and
1,8-octanediamine, with m--phenylenediamine, reduced the chloroform susceptibility to
_ acceptable values.
Three polymers were subjected to 500-hr exposure under stress to chloroform,
acetone, and tricresylphosphate with no evidence of cracking or crazing. These
polymers were the polybenzimidazole from 3,3',4,4'-tetraaminobiphenyl with sebacic
acid; and the polyimides from pyromellitic dianhydride with 1,8-octanediamine, and
- 3,3',4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride with 1,8-octanediamine and
m-phenylenediamine. Selection of the latter polymer for further investigation
occurred. This selection was based on the cited stressed solvent testing as well as
its tensile, hardness, and Tg properties.
It was then discovered that heat treatment of the selected polymer for I hr at
316°C (600°F) produced opacity in originally clear polymer moldings. Opacity was
not produced in closely related compositions, i.e., the selected polymer
with reduced m-phenylene content and the selected polymer where 1,8-octane-
diamine was replaced with 1,6-hexanediamine. Clear moldings are qualitatively much
tougher than opaque moldings. Further, the as-prepared polymer must provide a clear
cresol solution to produce clear moldings.
Reaction conditions as well as compositional variations of the selected
composition were studied in detail. Rapid heatup to the final 180°C reaction
temperature was found to play a key role in obtaining clear cresol solutions.
Substitution of the 1,8-octanediamine with 1,6-hexanediamine in the composition
appears to be advantageous and this latter composition has been scaled up to produce
~250 gm quantities. Preliminary composite work was initiated with this polymer.r_
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- SECTION1
INTRODUCTION
This report describes efforts conducted during the first 2 years of a program
to develop improved thermoplastic resins for application in composite structures for
aerospace vehicles. Included in this section is a brief description of the
advantages of such resin systems and the Acurex approach to the development of new
impact- and solvent-resistant thermoplastic resins.
With solvent resistance tests conducted to date (under stress), the
aliphatic-aromatic polyimides show outstanding promise in view of the state-of-the-
art thermoplastic polymers, particularly in regard to their resistance to halogenated
solvents. While this feature is not unusual for aromatic polyimides, the observed
insolubility in combination with the good moldability of the aliphatic-aromatic
_ polyimides is unique. Polyimides from both pyromellitic and 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone-
tetracarboxylic dianhydrides (PMDAand BTDA) show promise. The polyimide from BTDA
with 1,6-hexanediamine and m-phenylenediamine was selected as the best candidate from
the present effort. It should be noted that this selection is based on a number of
factors which are consistent with current requirements of composite resins.
Less understood are the composite properties which might be obtained from the
PMDA-based polyimides. Molded samples of these resins show the unusual ability to
support a 450-psi compressive load at temperatures close to their molding
temperatures. Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) measurements suggested that
crystalline polymers were obtained, which was confirmed by NASA-Langley personnel
with X-ray analysis of the polyimides from PMDAwith 1,8-octanediamine and
1,12-dodecanediamine. Both were determined to be highly crystalline. The use of
crystalline polymers as composite matrix resins is not state of the art and a basis
for their use has not been established. These thermally crystallizable polyimides
showed remarkably low weight gains after 24-hr water boil (l,8-octanediamine :
0.2 percent and 1,12-dodecanediamine = 0.0 percent). Polyetheretherketone (PEEK_ is
crystalline and under investigation by several companies as a composite matrix 1,Z.
Further characterization of the polyimides from BTDAwith 1,6-hexanediamine
and m-phenylenediamine and PMDAwith 1,8-octanediamine and their copolymers are
planned for third-year efforts.
I.I BACKGROUND
- The successful development of impact- and solvent-resistant thermoplastic
systems for glass and graphite composites is particularly attractive from the
standpoint of their demonstrated streamlined manufacturability. Hypothetically,
thermoplastics only require simple heating and cooling cycles for component
I
manufacture,whereas thermosetsrequiremore precise,and possiblyextended,heating
scheduleswhich must be consistentwith the cure chemistry.
Very high modulus (matrixproperties)and crosslinkdensity (solvent
resistance)are the excellentfeaturesof thermosets,which currentlymake them the
preferredmatrices for graphitecomposites. Further,since the B-staged resins are
liquids,excellentfiber collimationis achievablein the prepregs. The impact
responseof graphitecompositesto low-speedimpacthas been of concern for a n_ber
of years. Kevlar,glass, and other fibersare used with graphite fibersto provide
more impact-resistantcomposites. Such "hybrids"involveloss of initialmechanical
properties(modulus,compressivestrength)to provideimprovedimpact properties.
Thermoplastics,on the other hand, offer impact resistancenot attainablewith
thermosets.
Aircraftdesign requireslifetimepredictionof their components. Any
material which exhibits environmentaldegradationwill compromisethe design safety
margins for the selectedmaterial. Structuraldesigns are currentlyoverweight
becauseof the lower propertiesresultingfrom moisture absorption. The sensitivity
of existingthermoplasticsto aircraftfluids and other solventspreemptstheir
seriousconsiderationin aircraftcomponents. This is the basic reason that Acurex
proposed insolubilityin aircraftsolventsas the startingpoint for the program
effort. Exposureto fuel, deicingfluids,and hydraulicfluids are serious
concerns.
1.2 APPROACH
The Acurex approachis based on the developmentof thermoplasticpolymerswith
rigid, crystallizablesegmentsinterconnectedwith flexible,energy-absorbing
segments. The rigid segmentscan act as pseudocrosslinksbetweenpolymerchains and
providehigh modulus and solvent resistance. The interconnectingflexiblesegments
provideimpact resistanceand melt processibility. The aliphatic-aromatic
heterocyclicshave receivedonly limitedattentionin the literature;however,they
appear as a class to offer both good solventresistanceand impactproperties. -
The aliphatic-aromaticheterocyclicsselectedwere the polyimides,
N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles,and polybenzimidazoles.Candidaterigid and flexible
segmentsfor these systemsare given in Figure1. The selectedsegmentsencompassed
severalfeatures:
o Polyimides: Both stiff and kinkeddianhydrideswere selectedfor
investigation. Althoughthe long-termmoisture stabilityof these systems
may requirecareful characterization,they are readilypreparedfrom
relativelylow-costraw materials. An aliphaticdianhydridewas
included.
o Pol_benzimidazoles:The polybenzimidazolefrom 3,3',4,4'-tetraamino-
biphenyl (TAB) and sebacicacid was the subjectof prior Acurex efforts
and demonstratedmany desirablefeatureswith notched Izod impact
strengthscomparableto polysulfoneand unmodifiedpolyphenyleneoxide.
The solventresistanceof this polymerclass appearedto be excellent.
The imidazolehydrogenprovideshydrogenbonding, and severalproperties
of the system reflectthe effectsof the hydrogenbonding.
2
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C1ass/Structure M R
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0 0
_R_ __(CH2)n__
\IM _P/ o
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. _N / -- -- 11_,,,ji_ k,,_ "--(CH2)n_
CH2 n = 6, 8, 12
N-Arylenepolybenzimidazoles
_CH2)n _HN NH n = 6, 8, 12Aromatic/aliphati
H2N_ _]_NH2 anhydPides
Figure 1. Candidate aromatic/aliphatic heterocyclics
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o N-Arylenepol_benzimidazoles: The all-aromatic polymers in this class were
also investigated previously by Acurex. The aliphatic polymers were
expected to be low melting, and may have required copolymerization or
blending with aromatic systems to have useful heat-distortion
temperatures. The aromatic polymers are insoluble in commonsolvents.
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SECTION2
OBJECTIVE
The overall objectiveof this programis the developmentof new thermoplastic
laminatingresin(s)that can be used with glass or graphite filamentreinforcementto
provide impact-and solvent-resistantcompositesfor potentialuse on aerospace
vehicles. These compositesmust have mechanicalpropertiesequivalentto
state-of-the-art177°C (350°F)curing epoxy systems. Althoughseveralroutes can be
_ pursued to improvethe impact strengthof composites(such as increasingthe
strain-to-failurecapabilityof the reinforcement)this effort specificallypertains
to resin development. Even though the tensilestrengthand tensilemodulus of the
reinforcementare consideredto be the dominantcontributorsto impact strengthof
composites,the matrix also plays an importantrole by transferringstrengthand
dissipatingstress.
Target propertiesfor the polymersare listedbelow.
• Amenableto impregnationof a reinforcementusing conventionalequipment
• Long prepregshelf life at ambientconditions(>6 months)
• Acceptableprocessibility(maximumcuring temperatureof 316°C (600°F),
maximum curing pressureof 0.69 MPa (100 psi), maximum time at final
temperatureof 1 hr, insensitiveto heatup rate, and no volatile
evolution)
• Thermoformabi|ity (thermoform flat-sheet stock to desired configurations
at maximumtemperature and pressure of 316°C and 0,69 MPa, respectively;
ability to undergo thermoforming process twice)
• Acceptable mechanical properties over temperature range of -54 ° to 93°C
(-65 ° to 200°F) after environmental exposure (humid aging and long-term
aging at 93°C)
• Resistantto airplanefluids and solvents(under stress)
• Impact resistanceand damage tolerance
5

SECTION3
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
This section has been divided into subsections which deal with different key
aspects of the development effort. For example, methods to attain high molecular
weight polymers from the numerous candidates is described under synthesis,
Section 3.1. Comparison of the moldability of the several polymer compositions is
provided in Section 3.2, Polymer Flow Properties; and comparison of their solvent
resistance provided in Section 3.3, Screening of Molded Polymers.
Selection of a promising composition occurred after 12 months as described in
Section 3.4. However, difficulties were encountered in obtaining the selected
composition reproducibly and the originally planned composite efforts were postponed.
Efforts directed at the reproducibility problem are described in Section 3.5,
Polyimides From BTDAwith Aliphatic and Aromatic Amines. A brief description of
initial scaleup activities are described in Section 3.6 and composite efforts
attempted thus far are described in Section 3.7.
3.1 SYNTHESIS
Efforts on the first 6 months of the program focused on the synthesis of high
- molecular weight polymers from the numerous polymer candidates since high molecular
weight is a prerequisite for toughness. Preparation of high molecular weight,
soluble, aliphatic polyimides was found to be more difficult than anticipated. Melt
or modified,melt condensations carried out at final temperatures above 200°C led to
crosslinked products, particularly with BTDA. Condensation in cresol solution at a
10 percent solids level provided high-molecular-weight soluble aliphatic polyimides.
Preparation of tough, aliphatic polybenzimidazoles proceeded as expected via
melt condensation techniques.
Preparation of aliphatic N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles was more difficult than
expected. Cyclic anhydrides produce high-molecular-weight polymers with
4,4'-bis(o-aminoanilino)biphenyl from purified monomers, which were not qualitatively
tough. ATiphatic diacids do not react in a predictable manner. High-molecular-
weight, tough polymers were obtained from suberic and sebacic acids, and a modest-
molecular-weight polymer from 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid.
At the end of the first 6 months of the program, efforts shifted to evaluation
°- of the on-hand polymers in place of continuing with preparation of more candidates.
The inherent viscosities of the 16 polymers characterized for moldability and solvent
resistance in subsequent sections of the report are provided in Table I. Discussion
on the preparation of the polymers is provided in the following paragraphs.
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TABLE 1. POLYMERSCHARACTERIZEDFORMOLDABILITY
Polymer a Viscosity, dl/gm (solvent) b
Polyimides
PMDAwith 1,6-hexanediamine 1.05 (H2S04!
with 1,8-octanediamine 3.32 (H2S04)
with 1,12-dodecanediamine 1.16 (H2S04)
BTDAwith 1,6-hexanediamine 1.70 (H2S04)
with 1,8-octanediamine 1.66, 1.54 (H2SO4 -- <1% insolubles)
with 1,12-dodecanediamine 1.00 (H2SO4 -- 24% insolubles)
with isophorone diamine 0.35 (H2S04)
MCTCwith 1,8-octanediamine 0.84 (H2S04)
Polybenzimidazoles
TAB with suberic acid 1.59 (H2SO4 -- 33% insolubles)
with sebacic acid 2.69 (H2SO4 -- 22% insolubles)
with 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid 2.31 (H2SO4 -- 7.2% insolubles)
N-Arylenepolybenzimidazoles
4,4'-Bis(o-aminoanilino)biphenyl
with--suberic acid 1.10 (H2S04)
with sebacic acid 0.88 (cresol)
with 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid 0.68 (H2SO4 -- 3.5% insolubles)
with methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride Clear I.I0; opaque 1.62 (cresol)
with phthalic anhydride 0.92 (H2S04)
apMDA= pyromellitic dianhydride
BTDA = 3,3',4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride
MCTC: 5-(2,5-diketotetrahydrofuryl)-3-methyl-3-cyclohexane-l,2-dicarboxylic
anhydride
TAB = 3,3',4,4'-tetraaminobiphenyl
bAt 0.5% concentration
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3.1.1 AliphaticPolyimides
Investigationof severalmethodsto preparealiphaticpolyimideseventually
led to the developmentof a solution-condensationprocedure,which provides sulfuric
acid solublepolymerswith high inherentviscosities. As describedbelow, melt or
modified-melt(fluxed)proceduresinvariablylead to crosslinkedpolymers,
particularlywith BTDA.
The three selectedanhydrideswere purified,and two were titratedfor total
acid. These resultsare given in Figure 2. Discrepancybetweenthe titratedacid
values and theory was attributedto residualpurificationsolvent.
Three of the four selecteddiamineswere purifiedby vacuumdistillationto
remove water and carbonate. They are shown in Figure 3.
The preparationof aliphaticpolyimideswith 1,8-diaminooctaneby the
proceduredescribedby Sorensonand Campbellfor polynonamethylenepyromellitimide
was carriedout3. This procedurerequiresformationof the dimethylester of the
dianhydridein refluxingmethanol;additionof the diamineto form the salt; methanol
removal; and treating the salt for 2 hr at 139°C and 2 hr at 325°C (see the
_. Appendix).
The polyimidesfrom PMDA and BTDA were reasonablytough, whereasthe polyimide
from MCTC was brittle. The cited polynonamethylenepyromellitimidewas reportedto
have an inherentviscosityof 0.8 to 1.2 dl/gm in m-cresol. The polyoctamethylene-
pyromellitimidewas unaffectedby this solvent,whereas the BTDA polymerproduced
- swollen gel particles,suggestingthat crosslinkinghad occurred. The polyocta-
methylenepyromellitimideprovideda highly swollengel in sulfuricacid, suggesting
that it was also crosslinked. It was also opaque, suggestingthe presenceof
crystallinity.
Since the Sorenson and Campbellprocedureis tedious and requiresvery high
_ temperatures,alternative"melt" approachesto producethe aliphaticpolyimideswere
investigated. Details are providedin the Appendixof this report. Briefly,the
phenol-fluxedmelt of PMDA and 1,8-octanediamineprovideda productwhich was
spectrallyinconsistentwith the productobtainedfrom the Sorensonand Campbell
procedureafter overnightreactionat 105°C. Heatingthe productto 218°C led to
spectral consistencyand approximatelythe same "toughness"as the productobtained
from the Sorensonand Campbell procedure. The sulfuric acid inherentviscosityof
the solubleportionof the polymer (treatedat 2180C for 1 hr) was 1.40 dl/gm. After
correctionfor the 26 percent sulfuricacid insolublesdeterminedon the sample,the
inherentviscositywould be 1.89dl/gm. Heat treatmentof this polymerat 325°C for
2 hr renderedit essentiallyinsolublein sulfuricacid (slightswelling).
Effortswere then directedtoward solutionmethodsto obtain solublealiphatic
polyimides. These effortsmet with success. PMDA and 1,8-octanediamineprovideda
polymerwith an inherentviscosityof 3.32 dl/gm in sulfuricacid (overnightat 60°C
was requiredto facilitateits dissolution). The originallydevelopedprocedureis
outlined below and, as discussedin later sections,minor modificationshave occurred
to facilitatescaleupof BTDA polyimidescontaining1,6-hexanediamineand
_- m_-phenylenediamine:
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Acid Equivalent Weight
Anhydride
Determined Theory
0 0
/cy/"y c \ Sublimed - 63.54
o _ o not determined_C C/
II II
o o
Pyromellitic dianhydride (P_DA)
o o o
II il U
o o 81.3 80.56
c c
tl tl
0 o
3,3',4,4'-Benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA)
0 CH3 0
It _tl
c c%
o / o 66.8 66.05
"_C C"
it II0 0
5- (2,5-Di ketotetra hydrofuryl )- 3-methyl - 3-cycl ohexene-I, 2-di carboxyl i c
anhydride (MCTC)
Figure 2. Anhydrides selected for polyimide investigations
I0
Amine
Boiling Point Equivalent Weight
Amine Temperature/Pressure Determined Theory
H2N(CH2)6NH2 -- Used from 58.1
unopened
1,6-Hexanediamine bottle
H2N(CH2)8NH2 67°C/0.5 mmHg 72.3 72.1
1,8-Octanediamine
H2N(CH2)12NH2 124°C/0.6 mmHg Not soluble 100.2
in titrating
I, 12-Dodecanedi amine medium
H3C CH2NH2 59°C/0.1 mmHg 85.6 84.6
H3C.._CH3
NH2
Isophoronediamine
Figure 3. Amines selected for polyimide investigations
Ii
1. Dissolvethe dianhydridein hot, distilledm-cresolusing tertiaryamine.
Only partialconversionto the phenyl ester--occurs,as only a few drops of
base are added; however,the dianhydridedoes not crystallizeupon cooling
the m-cresol solutionto below 60°C. A 10 percentsolids solution is
prepared.
2. Add the selecteddiamineand complete its transferto the dissolved
dianhydridesolutionwith a few millilitersof m-cresol.
3. Immersethe flask equippedwith nitrogen purge and magnetic stirringbar
into an oil bath at 180°C.
4. Hold the reaction for 1 hr at close to 180°C (190°Coil bath temperature).
The reactionwill boil until imidizationis completeand water is driven
from the reaction. The reactionthickensmarkedlyduring the first few
minutes of reactionabove 170°C.
5. Pour slowly into methyl alcoholin a Waring blenderon slow speed.
6. Upon completionof the additionof the m-cresolsolutionof the aliphatic
polyimideto the methyl alcohol,turn the blenderto full speed for 20 to
30 sec.
7. Filter the polymer suspension,wash with fresh methyl alcohol,and
resuspendthe solid in fresh methyl alcohol.
8. Stir the suspensionand boil the methyl alcoholfor 10 min. Filter,wash,
and dry the polymerunder vacuum at 80°C for a minimumof 2 hr.
Viscous, clear polymer solutionswere obtainedat the final reaction
temperaturefor the followingmonomercombinations:
• PMDA with 1,8-octanediamineand 1,12-dodecanediamine
• BTDA with 1,6-hexanediamine,1,8-octanediamineand 1,12-dodecanediamine
• MCTC with 1,8'octanediamine
PMDA with 1,6-hexanediaminegave an orange,opaque slurryat the final
reactiontemperature.
The MCTC with 1,8-octanediaminepolymerprovidedan elastomericproductwhich
hardenedonly slowly (days). It is expectedthat a better procedurefor isolationof
the polymerfrom m-cresol would lead to a nonelastomericproductat the outset.
A viscouspolymersolutionwas also obtainedwith isophoronediamine(IPDA)and
BTDA; however,the stoichiometricmixturewas not viscous,and high viscositywas
obtained by incrementaladditionof excess isophoronediamine.
Table 1 providesthe inherentviscositiesof the polymerspreviously
described.
Based on the observed behaviorof the polymers in cresol at the reaction
temperature,it is expectedthat the PMDA-basedpolymerswill exhibita range of
crystallinity. That is, PMDA with 1,6-hexanediaminewas only partiallysoluble,
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whereas with 1,8-octanediamine an insoluble polymer formed at the surface of the
_ polymerization which could be redissolved slowly at 180°C. The BTDA-based polymers
were all homogeneous at the reaction temperature. The crystallinity of the PMDA
polymers was verified by X-ray analysis (Section I).
This behavior is very close to that sought for the flexible, rigid-segment
polymer approach to meet the program's objectives. For instance, replacement of some
percentage of BTDAby PMDAto produce a copolymer with 1,6-hexanediamine as
coreactant would be expected to lead to increased crystallinity to produce enhanced
sol vent resistance.
3.1.2 Aliphatic Pol_benzimidazoles
Prior Acurex Efforts
Preparative methods for aliphatic benzimidazole polymers were reviewed in
detail. The majority of these Acurex efforts occurred prior to Acurex's acquisition
of Whittaker R&D in 1975.
The inherent viscosities obtained from carefully purified monomers for several
aliphatic benzimidazole polymers is provided in Table 2. Condensation in either the
melt or PPA is successful in producing high molecular weights. Molecular weight
control was not attempted in these experiments.
Sebacic acid was selected for scaleup efforts. This required investigation of
polymerization conditions and successful stoichiometries for as-received raw
materials. The as-received sebacic acid typically analyzed 99.5 percent pure, and
TABLE 2. INHERENTVlSCOSITIES OBTAINEDFORALIPHATIC BENZIMIDAZOLE
POLYMERSFROMTAB
Condensation Inherent Viscosity
Diacid Method of Polymer(s) a Reference
G1utaric Melt 1.15 AA 2039
PPA 0,83, 1.28 AA 2039
Adipic Melt 1.04 AA 3024
Suberic Melt 0.81, 0.90, 3.08 (1% insol.) AA 3041
Melt 1.15 AA 3053
Azelaic Melt 0.61 AA 3041
Sebacic Melt 0.93, 1.04 AA 3V41
- Melt 0.65, 0.88, 2.19 AA 2039
PPA 1.43 AA 2039
adl/gm at 0.5 percent concentration in H2SO4
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the TAB was requiredto have a 97.0 percentminimum purity. Holdingthe melt
condensedpolymersat 316°C for injection-moldinginvestigationsled to further
advancementof polymers from equimolarraw materials.
Empiricalstudieswith the as-receivedraw materialsled to the resultsgiven
in Tables 3 and 4. Polymerscontainingexcess sebacicacid eventuallybecame
insolublewith extended 316°C treatment,whereas polymerswith excess TAB or
5 percentphenylbenzoatewere stable,showingonly slight increasesin inherent
viscosity. Severalbatchesof end-cappedpolymerswere successfullyinjectionmolded
a numberof times (inherentviscositiesfrom0.7 to 1.2).
Program Efforts
For programpurposes,it appearedthat two materialscould be useful:
o The end-cappedpolymer,which exhibitsminimal change with
high-temperatureexposure
• The unend-capped,stoichiometricpolymer,which crosslinksat elevated
temperatureand providesinsolubilityin sulfuric acid. (The crosslinking
reactionlikely occursto some extenteven with highly purifiedmonomers;
however,exposure to refluxing40 percentKOH solutionsusuallyincreases
the H2SO4 inherentviscositiesin place of loweringthem, as would be
expectedwith any significantquantityof amide linkagespresent.
Crosslinkingmay involveother mechanisms.)
Crystallizationof the three selecteddiacidswas carriedout from
water-ethanolmixtures and acid equivalentweightsdetermined. This data is provided
in Table 5. Sebacicacid, in particular,gains weight during weighing,which may
account in part for its indicatednearly 1 percentimpuritylevel.
TABLE 3. EFFECTOF EXCESSSEBACICACID ON
ALIPHATICPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLE
InherentViscosity(dl/gm)
Moles SebacicAcid: After 1 Hr After 3 Hr
Moles TAB at 316°C at 316°C
1.0100:1.0000 0.69 Insolubleand
infusible
1.0256:1.0000 1.16 !
1.0526:1.0000 Insolubleand
infusible
I
1.0000:1.0000 0.50 I
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TABLE4. EFFECTOF PHENYLBENZOATEOREXCESSTAB ON
ALIPHATIC POLYBENZIMIDAZOLES
Inherent Viscosity (dl/gm)
Moles TAB: After 1 Hr After 3 Hr
Moles Sebacic Acid at 316°C at 316°C
1.0526:1.0000 0.48 0.55
1.0256:1.0000 0.70 0.94
1.0100:i°0000 0.85 1.21
1.0000:I.0000 + 0.63 0.78
0.0526 phenyl benzoate
TABLE5. DIACIDS SELECTEDFORPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLE
INVESTIGATIONS
Acid
Equivalent Weight
Diacid Determined Theory
Suberic 87.3 87.1
Sebacic 102.1 101.2
1,12-Dodecanedicarboxylic acid 131.2 129.2
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Benzimidazole polymers from TAB with suberic, sebacic, and 1,12-dodecanedi-
carboxylic acids were prepared. They were qualitatively tough. The inherent
viscosities are provided in Table 1.
3.1.3 Aliphatic N-Arylenepolybenzimidazoles
Prior Acurex Efforts
As with the aliphatic polybenzimidazoles discussed above, Acurex records show
that sebacic acid was successfully melt-condensed with 4,4'-bis(o-aminoanilino)-
biphenyl to provide a tough polymer with an inherent viscosity of 0.82. Condensation
of suberic acid with the tetraamine provided a polymer with a viscosity of only 0.33
(H2S04). Both were phenol-fluxed and did not give measureable amounts of
decarboxylation. Heat schedules for the melt condensations, however, varied. The
low inherent viscosity of the second polymer appeared to be consistent with the
subsequent results for the polymer from phthalic anhydride with the tetraamine: long
heating times at reduced temperatures have a significant effect on final molecular
weight, as shown in Table 64. The sebacic acid condensation was held overnight
between i00 ° and 162°C, whereas the suberic acid condensation was allowed to cool to
room temperature overnight prior to its final high-temperature treatment.
Program Efforts
A number of polymerizations were conducted with 4,4'-bis(o__-aminoanilino)-
biphenyl which was crystallized from benzene/tetrahydrofuran. The polymers prepared
are given in Table 7 with their inherent viscosities. Based on the low inherent
viscosities obtained for these polymers, the amine was recrystallized from
1,2-dichloroethane for new polymerizations. As discussed below, the polymer from
methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride (MHHPA)showed improvement in inherent viscosity
(0.70) with amine purified from 1,2-dichloroethane from that given in Table 7.
Detailed discussion of amine purity determination by DSCis provided in Reference 5.
Melting-point determination by visual method is inadequate. Reference 5 also
contains detailed preparative procedures on the polymerization of cyclic anhydrides
with the amine.
TABLE 6. INFLUENCEOF HEATINGSCHEDULEONTHEMOLECULARWEIGHT
OF N-ARYLENEPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLESa
Inherent
Inherent Viscosity
Viscosity (dl/gm)
Heat Schedule (dl/gm) Heat Schedule (H2SO4)
1 hr at 215°C N/A N/A
+1 hr at 250°C 0.33 +1 hr at 400°C 1.14
+16 hr at 250°C 1.14 +1 hr at 400°C 3.25
aphthalicanhydridewith 4,4'-bis(o--aminoanilino)biphenyl
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TABLE 7. N-ARYLENEBENZIMIDAZOLEPOLYMERSPREPARED
FROMSEVERALDIACIDS
Inherent Viscosity
(dl/gm)
Diacid (0.5% in m-cresol)
A
Suberic acid 0.12, 0.17
Sebacic acid 0.12, 0.14
- 1,12-Dodecanedicarboxylic acid 0.I0
Phthalic anhydride 0.I0, 0.13
Methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride (MHHPA) 0.07, 0.12
1,2-dichloroethane crystallized 4,4'-bis(o-aminoanilino)biphenyl polymerized
with methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride (MHHPA)a_d sebacic acid provided
high-molecular-weight N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles. With unpurified MHHPA,a polymer
with an inherent viscosity of 0.70 (m-cresol) was obtained. With freshly distilled
- MHHPA,two products were obtained in-the polymerization tube, one opaque and the
other clear. Details are provided in the Appendix of this report. The clear polymer
is slowly converted to the opaque polymer by reaction at 250°C (final heat treatment
was 300%). The inherent viscosities of clear and opaque polymers in m-cresol were
I.I0 and 1.62 dl/gm, respectively. Neither polymer, however, was considered "tough."
Both polymers were sufficiently hand-pulverizable for obtaining a Nujol mull.
Melt polymerization of sebacic acid with 4,4'-bis(o--aminoanilino)biphenyl
(twice crystallized from 1,2-dichloroethane) was carried out. The heating schedule
employed is indicated in Table 8, along with comments on the polymer samples removed
from the progressing polymerization.
Based on the high-molecular-weight product obtained from the polymerization of
sebacic acid described previously, an attempt was made to prepare the polymer in a
shorter timespan. After overnight condensation of the monomers (15 percent by weight
m-cresol flux) in a 218°C oil bath, the majority of the polymer was set aside. A
s--mall portion of the polymer was heated overnight in a 258°C oil bath, followed by
increasing the temperature to 300°C over an 8-hr period. The inherent viscosity of
this polymer was only 0.17 dl/gm, and its infrared spectrum showed the presence of
unreacted acid carbonyl.
A partial understanding of the failure of the abbreviated heating schedule
polymerization to produce high-molecular-weight polymer is derived from infrared
spectra. It was concluded that greater than 50 percent of the free acid is converted
- to the m-cresol ester by 24-hr heating at the reflux temperature of m-cresol. The
ester carbonyl is not detected by spectral analysis of the prepolymer--s due to its
more rapid reaction rate with the amine than the free acid.
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TABLE8. POLYMERIZATIONOF SEBAClCACID WITH 4,4'-BIS(o--AMINOANILINO)BIPHENYL
Oil Bath Days at
Temperature Temperature Commentson Polymer Samples; Inherent
(%) (total time) Viscosities at 0.5 Percent m--Cresol
218 3 Spectra showed acid carbonyl
218 3 (6) Spectra showed no reduction in acid content.
Spectra required wiggle bug to obtain Nujol
mull; ninh : 0.24 dl/gm.
258 3 (9) Spectra showed no carbonyl;
ninh = 0.58 dl/gm
302 I (I0) Samples too tough to be pulverized by wiggle
bug; ninh = 0.88 dl/gm
302 1 (II) ninh = 0.88 dl/gm
Suberic and 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acids with 4,4'-bis(o-aminoanilino)-
biphenyl and 65 and 61 percent m-cresol (based on total weight) were polymerized by
heating in an oil bath for 24 h_ each at 225° , 247°, 266°, and 300%. The previously
cited prepolymer from sebacic acid, which had received only overnight treatment at
218°C, was also given the same treatment with fresh m-cresol. The polymer from
suberic acid was pink and opaque. The clear thick po--lymer turned opaque with the
300°C overnight treatment. The polymers were removed from their polymerization tubes
by dissolution in refluxing m-cresol The polymer from suberic acid behaved as if it
were crosslinked (swollen geT), and the polymer from 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid
contained both gel and soluble polymer. Gel was removed from the soluble polymer by
retaining the gel on a 50-mesh screen. The polymer from sebacic was soluble. All of
the polymers were treated overnight at 200°C under high vacuum for_m-cresol removal.
The polymer from suberic acid turned slightly opaque, but not to the degree
previously witnessed after 300°C treatment. The gel portion of the 1,12-dodecane-
dicarboxylic acid polymer was very tough. Inherent viscosity measurements on the
polymers led to the results given in Table 9.
Only the polymer from suberic acid provided high molecular weight. The lack
of advancement of the sebacic acid polymer strongly suggests that the original 24-hr
treatment of the monomers with only 15 percent m-cresol was critical to the
achievement of high molecular weight.
The polymers selected for subsequent characterization efforts are summarized
in Table I.
3.2 POLYMERFLOWPROPERTIES
Numerous methods exist to index the flow properties of polymers. Laboratory
methods are tailored to end use, e.g., flow at atmospheric pressure for rotomolding
versus flow at 6.9 MPa (I000 psi) for injection molding. Further, some information
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TABLE 9. ALIPHATIC N-ARYLENEPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLES
FROMPURIFIED TETRAAMINE
Inherent Viscosity, dl/gm
Polymer From (solvent)
Suberic acid I.I0 (H2S04)a
Sebacic acid 0.18 (m-cresol)
1,2-Dodecanedicarboxylic acidA
Soluble portion 0.41 (m-cresol)
Gel portion 0.68 (H2SO4 with 3.5% insolubles)
aCompletely soluble
on the creep properties of the thermoplastic at elevated temperature would be useful
if obtainable in the screening tests.
- With this in mind, screening the flow properties of the polymers was attempted
in such a manner that sound decisions on the merits of the various systems could be
made and further guidance on copolymer compositions obtained. As discussed below,
comparison of the flow curves obtained at low and moderate pressures accompanied by
DSC analysis lead to a good preliminary understanding of the potential of the
candidates to meet the program objectives.
Flow properties were conducted on the as-prepared powdered or fibrous polymer
specimens at low pressure and on molded polymer specimens by Distortion Temperature
Under Load (DTUL) measurements at 3.1MPa (450 psi). Conditions to obtain the molded
polymer specimens is described in Section 3.3. It is useful, however, to include the
curves obtained from DTULtests on the molded specimens in this section for
comparative purposes.
3.2.1 Test Method Development
Polymer melt/flow behavior with increasing temperature can be determined by
placing the polymer in a press equipped with an accumulator and measuring the platen
travel with a dial gage indicator as the temperature is increased. The melt/flow
characteristics indexed by the press method were found to be essentially replicated
with the DuPont TMAat lower pressures (calculated to be about 0.069 MPa (I0 psi) on
a polymer film, but actual pressure depends on polymer form, e.g., powder). Both
methods are described in the following paragraphs.
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Press Method
Polymerflow characteristicscan be convenientlyscreenedin the laboratoryby
placing 3.0 gm of powdered resin betweentwo piecesof aluminumfoil into a press at
room temperature. A constant force is appliedto the powder using an accumulator,
and a dial gage indicatoris placed betweenthe bottom press platen and the press
frame. The press platensare then heated as desired, slow or fast. The dial gage
readingsare plottedagainsttemperature. The first event observedis expansionof
the press platens,which gives the dial gage versustemperatureplot a positive -
slope.
Polymerflow is obtainedas the platensclose, and finallya second press
platen expansioncurve is obtained. The curves obtainedare very reproducibleusing
identicalpress conditionsof heatup rate and appliedpressure. The flow midpoint is
reproducibleto within I° or 2% with the same raw material. Residualsolvent,
moisture, and other contaminantscan have a significanteffect on the flow
properties.
Figure 4 providesan exampleof the flow propertiesof polymethylmethacrylate
and two polyphenylquinoxalines(PPQ's). PMMA exhibitedexpectedbehaviorwith the
initial heatup,flow, and final heating. The two PPQ samplesupon heatup suggested A
the presenceof solventor other impurities;however,flow and final heatup are as
expected.
The flow propertiesof the polybenzimidazolefrom sebacicacid and TAB were
explored in detail by the press method. An unexpectedfindingwas that the polymer
exhibitedtwo flow temperatures: one at ~215% and one at ~400%. (Injection
molding of this PBI is accomplishedat 300° to 330%.)
Figure 5 shows the flow behaviorof a single batch of aliphaticpolybenzi-
midazole from sebacicacid under two pressures. At low pressure (57 Kg (125 Ib)),
flow onset occurs distinctlyat 210°C and ceases at about 260°C to give the baseline
platen expansioncurve. At higher pressures,however, flow cessationis not
clearcut,and upon heatingto 400% a second flow is observed. The polymerwas dried
under high vacuum for 1 hr to determineif the first flow could be eliminated. It
was not, as shown in Figure 5 (driedpolymer). The TGA curve for the dried polymer
is provided in Figure 6. The high-temperatureflow curves at 400°C seen in Figure 5
are 50% below the polymer'sdecompositiontemperature. The high-temperature
flow phenomenais not due to polymerdecompositionsince the resultingdisc was
light in color.
The inherentviscosity(0.5 pct, H2SO4) of the polymerdiscussedabove was
0.76 dl/gm. Flow characteristicsof two other aliphaticPBI polymerswith different
historiesare providedin Figure 7. The inherentviscositiesof these polymerswere
not significantlydifferent;however,their thermalhistorieswere. The solid line
was obtained on a sample of ground,injection-moldedpolymer,whereasthe dashed line
was as-preparedpolymer. The ground,injection-moldedmaterialessentiallyshows no
flow at ~215% comparedto the as-preparedpolymer. Since the injection-molded
polymerwas solubleand flows at 400%, absenceof low-temperatureflow is probably
not due to crosslinking.
Inherentviscositiesof aliphaticpolybenzimidazolesamplesafter various
pressout treatmentswere determined. Sampleswere removedfrom the press at several
temperaturesand inherentviscositiesdeterminedon the heat-treatedsamples. All of
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the polymersamplescontainedsome insolublesin the solvent. Insolublecontents
were not quantitativelydetermined. These resultsare given in Table 10.
The resultsof the pressout-inherentviscositystudy indicatethat the polymer
does not degrade at temperaturesup to 350°C, and in fact appearsto advance. Very
high temperatures(420°C)appear to degradethe polymer;however,as previously
mentioned, it is not thoughtto be responsiblefor the high-temperatureflow
phenomena.
It was concludedthat the melt-flowbehaviorof the aliphaticPBI from sebacic
acid and TAB is sensitiveto its processinghistory,as well as to its molecular
weight and molecularweight distribution.
Thermal Mechanical Analysis (TMA)Method
The developed test method for the polymer is shown in Figure 8.
The TMAflow curve for the aliphatic polybenzimidazole characterized by the
press method in Figure 7 (bottom curve) is provided in Figure 9, Comparison of the
curves in these two figures representing the two methods shows that the two methods
are essentiallyequivalent.
With the exceptionof a slight upward temperatureshift for the flow events
with the TMA method (probablydue to lower molding pressures),the flow curve
obtained by TMA has all of the featuresof the flow curve obtainedwith the press.
In the press method, complete fusion is not obtainedat 250°C (aboutthe midpointof
the flow curve),whereascomplete fusion is obtainedat 325°C and the baseline curve
is observedshortlythereafter(positiveslope line due to platen expansion). The
TMA method with its quartz probe gives a baselinewhich is parallelto the x-axis.
Baselinesfor the two methods can be seen betweenroom temperatureand about 75°C,
TABLE 10. INHERENTVISCOSITIES OF ALIPHATIC POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE
AFTERVARIOUSPRESSHEATUPCONDITIONS
Inherent
- Temperature Sample Viscosity
(°C) Fusion (dl/gm)
125 No 0.88
A 255 Partial 0.92
350 Yes 1.32
420 Yes 0.65
_ 420a Yes 0.35
aSamplenot removed,but left in press to cool (slow cooldown)
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_DSC cup, DuPont No. 900786 901
Figure 8. Microflow test by DuPont TMA
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Figure 9. TMAof polymer flow with temperature
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and again between 350° and 400°C. The apparentexpansionobserved for the
_ polybenzimidazolesample by the TMA method between 400° and 440°C may be due to foam
formationcaused by furthercondensationand/or tenaciouslyheld water.
With polymerswhich demonstratea precipitousflow curve, such as the
PMDA-basedpolyimidesdiscussedin the next section,the TMA method appearsto be
relatedto polymermelt temperature(PMT),as describedby Sorensonand Campbell3.
DSC testing of the PMDA-basedpolyimidesindicatedthat they were crystallineand a
relationshipbetween PMT and flow is expected. Flow of noncrystallinepolymersby
the TMA method appearsto be associatedwith the polymer'sTg.
3.2.2 AliphaticPolyimides
_ Figures 10 and 11 providesflow curves for aliphatic-PMDApolyimideswith the
solid trianglesrepresentingTgs and the open trianglesindicatingTms. All of the
aliphaticPMDA polymidesin Figure 10 were liquids at the end of the low-pressure
test. As discussedabove, complete fusionhas likely occurredwhen the flow curve
interceptsthe bottom baselinecurve. Downwardbaseline drift is thoughtto be due
to continuedmelt flow during heatup. DTUL measurementon fused discs shows that
flow occurs at temperaturesclose to those observed in the low-pressuretests. DSC
measurementson the PMDA polymersfrom 1,8-octanediamineand 1,12-dodecanediamine
showed endothermson heatup and exothermson cooldown,demonstratingthe presenceof
crystallinityin these polymers.
The Tg of the PMDA-nonamethylenediaminepolyimideis 110% 6 and would be
close to that for the PMDA-octanediaminepolymer. A slightbreak in the flow curves
of the PMDA-octanediaminepolymeroccurs close to this temperatureand is probably
associatedwith the polymer'sTg and may explainthe slight shrinkageof the three
polymers indicatedby slight downwardpen movement prior to melt. The high flow
temperatureof the PMDA-1,12-dodecanediaminepolymerwas surprising,in view of its
behavior after isolation. The day it was preparedit was isolatedas fibers by
precipitationin methanol. However,the next morning the fibrousmat had coalesced
to give a much smallerand thinner single piece of polymerin which the fiberswere
nearly indistinguishable.This unusualbehaviorwas initiallythoughtto be due to
obtaininga low-temperaturemelting polymer. However,it may be due to
crystallizationof the polymeraccompaniedby solventloss. As seen in Figure 10,
the Tm is above 300°C. This latter interpretationis also supportedby the form in
which the PMDA polymerswere isolated. The C6 and C8 diaminepolymerswere isolated
as powders, suggestingthat crystallizationhad occurred in solutionprior to
isolation.
The three PMDA polymersshowed very high flow temperaturescomparedto the
fiow temperaturesof the "kinked"BTDA polymers. The flow curves of the
_ aliphatic-BTDAand MCTC polyimidesare given in Figure 11. The Tg of these polymers
is clearlycontrollingthe flow propertiesof these systems.
The three polyimidesfrom 1,8-octanediaminewith PMDA, BTDA, and MCTC show
decreasingflow temperaturesfor each of the three dianhydrides,respectively. The
flow curve of the MCTC/1,8-octanediaminepolymerSuggestslittle use for this polymer
in the intendedapplication. Copolymerswith this dianhydride,e.g., MCTC with BTDA
or aromaticamines,could providehigher flow temperatures.
The cyclohexanering containingisophoronediamine(ten carbon atoms) has
higher melt/flowtemperaturesthan the linear diamines,as expected.
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Figure 10. Flow curves for aliphatic-PMDA polyimides
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It shouldbe noted that loss of polymerizationsolventor water from the
samples, if not completelyremovedfrom the polymersprior to test, will lead to
apparent sample flow due to shrinkage. Flow behaviorof the polyimidefrom BTDA with
1,6-hexanediamineis providedin Figures 11 and 12. After the major flow phenomenon
between 125° and 175°C,two additional"flows"appear: between250° and 275°C and
between 415° and 440°C. These flows can also be due to sample shrinkage,e.g.,
imidization,crystallization,and/or decomposition. The flow curve provided in
Figure 12 is a second determinationon the same polymer,but the fibrouspolymerwas
not compactedin the DSC cup prior to measurement.
3.2.3 AliphaticPolybenzimidazoles
Figure 13 providesthe flow propertiesof the aliphaticpolybenzimidazoles
prepared from suberic, sebacic,and 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylicacids with TAB. None
of these polymersprovided low-pressureflow characteristicsconsistentwith the
previouslyobtained result given in Figure 9. In fact, flow curves consistentwith
the injectedmolded polybenzimidazolefrom sebacicacid and TAB were obtainedfor all
three polymers. The absence of low-temperatureflow (top curve in Figure 7) in the
injection-moldedpolymerwas previouslydiscussed.
The notebook record indicatesonly two exceptionsfrom the standardrecipe;
the use of highly purified raw materials(whichthe standardmethod does not require)
and a several-weekstoragetime betweenprepolymerpreparationand 2 hr at 600°F
advancement. Examinationof Table 1 revealsthat although some insolublepolymerwas
isolated from the polymerizations,relativelyhigh inherentviscositieswere obtained
which can be attributedto use of highly purifiedmonomers.
DTUL curves, clearlyshow that flow occurs under 3.1 MPa pressurejust prior
to the Tg event with all three polymersat much lower temperaturesthan observed for
the low-pressureflow test.
0 50 100 tSO 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Temperature,°C
Figure 12. Flow curve of uncompactedBTDA with 1,6-hexanediaminepolyimidefibers
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Figure 13. Flow curves for aliphatic polybenzimidazoles
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The 200°+C differencein flow temperaturesbetweenTMA and DTUL methods is not
understood. DSC measurementrevealedthe Tg but not Tm up to 450°C,where
decompositionoccurred. Slight crystallinityin the polymers,intermolecular
hydrogen bonding,or similareffectsappear to be playinga role to producethe
observed differencesand the differencein flow propertiesbetweenthe polymers
tested by the press method in Figure 7.
The three low-pressureflow curves,however,are interestingfrom the
standpointof polymerbehavior. All three polymers showedthat excellentflow had
occurred,and inspectionof Figure 13 shows that all three polymersmelted at
approximatelythe same temperature(425° to 450°C). This is unlike both the
previouslydiscussedpolyimidesfrom homologousdiamines and
N-arylenepolybenzimidazolesfrom homologousdiacids,discussedin the next
section.
3.2.4 N-Arylenepolybenzimidazoles
Figure 14 depicts the flow behaviorfor polymersfrom 4,4°-bis(o--amino-
anilino)biphenylwith suberic,sebacic,and 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylicacids, as well
as for polymers from phthalicand methylhexahydrophthalicanhydrides.
The amine with the homologousdiacidsprovideddifferentmelt temperatures,as
expected.
The subericacid polymeris slightlyopaque and thoughtto be crystalline. It
has a slight endothermin the as-preparedcondition,as well as after molding at
330°C. No exothermon cooldown is detected. If the subericacid polymeris heated
to a clear conditionprior to DSC analysisand quenched,the 330°C endothermis no
longer detected. All three polymersshowed evidenceof good melting upon removing
from their DSC cups.
The phthalicanhydridepolymerdid not exhibit a sharp low-pressureflow
temperature. Upon removing,only partialfusionhad occurred (sufficient,however,
that the individualparticleshad fused together). Both the opaque and clear
polymers from methylhexahydrophthalicanhydridewere tested. The opaque polymer
showed good evidenceof melt, whereasthe clear polymershowedonly partialfusion,
even though the flow curve suggestedgood flow. It was much like the phthalic
anhydridepolymerin regard to its degree of fusion. DTUL curveson these polymers
suggestgood mechanicalperformanceto temperaturesin excess of contract goals.
They could be useful to form copolymerswith the straightchain aliphatic
dicarboxylicacids.
3.3 SCREENINGOF MOLDED POLYMERS
The 16 polymercompositionsindicatedin Table 1 were screenedfor
moldability. Severalhomopolymerswere not moldableat the maximumtarget
temperatureof 316°C (600°F). Moldingswere preparedby additionof lg of the
polymer to a mold preheatedto a temperatureselectedfrom the low-pressureTMA flow
curves.
DTUL measurementswere conductedon the molded specimens. Several polymers
showed softeningunder the 3.1MPa (450 psi) compressiveload in DTUL measurement
below the target compositeperformancetemperatureof 93°C (200°F). To increasethe
Tg of the polyimidefrom BTDA with 1,8-octanediamine,_m-phenylenediaminewas added as
a coreactantamine. Moldingsof this polymerwere includedin subsequenttests.
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The molded polymercompositionswere screenedfor Tg and solventresistancein
acetone, chloroform,and tricresylphosphate(TCP). Severalpolymerswere found to
have low weight gains after 50-dayexposureto all three solvents. Three polymers
were selectedand successfullyscaled up (50g),molded, and tested for stressed
solventresistance. All did well in this test. Furtherdiscussionon solvent
resistanceis provided in Sections3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
The polyimidefrom BTDA with 1,8-octanediamineand m_-phenylenediamineshowed
excellent initialresistanceto solvents,excellenttensilestrengthand Barcol
hardness. At this juncture,the programeffortsfocusedon scale-upand composite
work with the composition.
Detailsof the characterizationof the molded polymersare discussedbelow and
discussionof the m--phenylenediamine-modifiedBTDA/aliphaticpolyimideis providedin
Section 3.5.
3.3.1 Moldabilityand Upper PerformanceTemperature(DTUL)
Table 11 gives the molding conditionsused to obtain fused samples from the
16 polymers. Other data are includedin the table.
In severalinstances,flash removalfrom the molded buttonssuggesteda degree
of toughnessof the molded polymerswhich differed from previoustoughnessestimates
on the unmoldedpolymers. The PMDA/1,8-octanediaminepolymer,the three BTDA/linear
diamine polymers,and the N-arylenepolybenzimidazolefrom subericacid were judged in
their as-preparedstate to have marginaltoughnessproperties,but after molding are
tough. The PMDA/1,8-octanediaminepolymershows stress whitening,probablydue to
crystallizationwith elongation. The N-arylenepolybenzimidazolefrom sebacicacid
was judged to be very tough in its as-preparedstate. Its lack of toughnessafter
moldingmay be due to the low temperatureused to preparethe molding, even though it
was clear.
Table 12 gives the resultsof both dry and 24-hr water-boiledDTUL
measurementson the moldings. Hardnessand specificgravitymeasurementsare also
provided. In all instances,except for the N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles,the expected
variationoccurredwith the linear aliphatic(C6, C8, and C12) content of the
polymers. Specificgravity, hardness,moisture absorption,and DTUL are decreased
with increasingchain length. A regulardecrease in the values is also observedfor
the N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles,except for moistureweight gain due to 24-hr water
boil, where littleeffect is observedfor the three diacidsused.
Comparisonof polymerTg's obtainedby DCS scans and DTUL(deviation from
linearity)shows the DTUL's to be about 50°C below the Tg's. This agrees with
Tobolsky'ssuggestionthat upper use temperaturefor rigid plasticsshould be
approximately50°C below the Tg7. To obtain state-of-the-artpropertiesat elevated
temperatures,Acurex has further suggestedthat the dry DTUL (deviationfrom
linearityvalue) should be 50°C above the performancetemperature. In the present
case, this would be 150°C (Tg _200°C).
Consequently,to obtain this DTUL in combinationwith good moldabilityand
modulus (hardness)with linear aliphaticaromaticheterocyclics,only the PMDA-based
polyimidesand the polybenzimidazolesshow adequateDTUL°s. Shorteraliphatic
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TABLE11. MOLDINGCONDITIONSANDPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSOF POLYMERS
I
DSC Analysis a
, Molding inherent
Midpoint of Mold Pressure,psi, Molding Viscosity
Polymer PMT Baseline Shift Endotherm Temperatureb MPa Thickness Transmitted of Polymer
(°C) (Tg) (Tm) (°C) (psi) (mm) Light (dl/gm)
Pol_imides IMDA w th C6 diamine 420 None to 420°C None to 420°C 415 0.69 (100) 0.94 Opaque 1.05
with C8 dlamlne 360 None detected 383 321 l.Ol Haze 3.32
with C12 diamlne 340 None detected 312 330 0.46 Haze 1.16
BTDA with C6 dlamlne 310 I 146 None detected 315 0.11 Clear 1.06
with C8 diamlne 360 117 321 1.02 1.54
wlth C12 diamlne 360 89 327 1.14 1.00
with Isophoronediamine None to NA 325 0.76 0.35
450°C
MCTC with C8 dlamlne 325 106 280 0.76 0.84
Polxbenzlmldazoles
TAB
with C6 dlcarboxylicacid none I 265 343 1.9 S11ght haze 1.59
with C8 dlcarboxyllcacid 480 I 244 321 1.4 (200) 1.9 Clear 2.69
with C12 dicarboxyllcacld 470 217 321 1.4 (200) 1.9 Clear 2.31
N-Ar¥1enepo1¥benzimidazoles
4,4'-Bis(_-amlnoanillno)biphenyl
with C6 dlcarboxyllcacid 320 165 330°Cc 293 0.69 (I00) 1.02 Haze 1.I0
with C8 dlcarboxyllcacid 225 156 None detected 138 0.89 Clear 0.88
with C12 dlcarboxylicacld 170 IlO 143 1.02 Clear 0.41
with phthalicanhydride 410 NA 399 1.02 Opaque 0.92
with methylhexahydrophthallc None to NA 371 0.64 Haze 1.10
anhydride 420°C I
apolymersfused intocups briefly at hlgh temperatureprior to DSC analysis
bMoldingoccurred by preheatingmold on hotplate to temperatureshown, adding polymer and hot plunger to mold and insertinginto press for
pressureappllcatlon
CNo cooldown exothermdetected compared to PMDA polyimideswhich both showed cooldown exotherms
TABLE 12. DRY AND WET POLYMERPROPERTIES
DTULMeasurenents (°C)
Sample
InitialDry 24-Hr Water Boiled Weight
Hardness of Gain Due
Molding to
Specific Deviation Intercept 24-Hr
Polymer Gravity fret Shift Due to Water Boil
(g/cc) Barcol Shore D Linearity Intercept Intercept Moisture (°C) (Percent)
Pol_imides
PMDA with C6 diamine 1.38 a a 148 428 278 -150b 0.9
with C8 diamine 1.28 6 -- IUU 353 350 -3c U.2
with C12 diamine 1.20 0 65 Not clear 218 2B2 +4 U.O
BTDA with C6 diamine 1.32 20 -- 98 113 102 -II 3.9
with C8 diamine 1.28 0 6b 19 98 U5 -13 1.6
with C12 dlamine 1.21 0 45 b9 12 63 -19 U.9
with isophoronedlamine 1.14 a a 222 242 130 -112 3.6
MCTC with C8 dlamlne 1.12 0 60 48 bl 62 -5 9.2
Po1_benzlmldazoles
TAB with C6 dlcarboxyllcacid 1.14 45 -- 197 235 126 -109 7.9
with C8 dicarboxylicacid 1.12 3U -- 185 207 127 -80 5.6
with C12 dicarboxyllcacid 1.08 18 -- 160 I15 134 -41 4.3
N-Ar_lenepo1_benzlmldazoles
4,4'-Bis(o-aminoanilino)blphenyl
with--C6 dicarboxyllcacid 1.17 15 -- 115 143 118 -2b 3.1
with C8 dicarboxylicacid 1.13 10 -- 108 125 102 -23 3.6
with C12 dicarboxylicacid 1.12 a 75 58 75 63 -12 2.9
with phthallcanhydride -- a a 300 321 319 -2 1.2
with methylhexahydrophthalic 1.10 a a 260 400 407 +/d I.I
anhydride
aSample breaks during hardnesstesting
bDeviation fr_n llnearityafterwater boil occurs at 125°C suggesting-23°C shift
CDeviation fr_n linearityafter water boil occurs at 95°C suggesting-13°C shift
dDevlation fr_n linearityafter water boil occurs at 83°C
) ) _ ) j } 1 I )
segments such as 1,4-diaminobutanefor BTDA-basedpolyimidesor succinicacid for
N-arylenepolybenzimidazoleswould providehigher DTUL polymers;however,additionof
- less flexiblediamines or diacids,e.g., cycloaliphatics,to form copolymerswould
also providesufficientDTUL's in these polymers. For example,the following
copolymerswould be expectedto providethe recommendedminimum,dry DTUL
properties:
• Polyimidefrom BTDA with 1,8-octanediamineand m_-phenylenediamine-- it is
assumed that m-phenylenediaminewill have DTUL propertiessimilarto
isophoronediamine and the DTUL of the 50/50 wt pct blend of amines will
be the midpoint of these two temperatures((79 + 222) . 2 = 150°C)
• N-arylenepolybenzimidazolefrom 4,4-bis(o--aminoanilino)biphenylfrom
suberic acid and phthalicanhydride-- reasoningas describedabove for
- th6 BTDA polymers,this polymerwould requiremodificationwith only
20 percentby weight phthalicanhydrideto have a DTUL of _150°C
(80 percent by weight subericacid)
3.3.2 Solvent Screenin9
Initialsusceptibilityto solventattackwas determinedon molded specimensof
the 16 polymers. Due to the small size of the specimens,the measured percentweight
gain values are only accurateto ±1 percent. Acetone, chloroform,and TCP were used
for test solvents;and sampleweight gain (percent)after 1-, 7-, and 50-day exposure
to these solventsare given in Table 13.
-- PMDA-basedpolyimides(crystalline)and polybenzimidazolesare the only two
polymer systemswhich showed any resistanceto chloroform. The BTDA- and MCTC-based
polyimides,as well as all of the N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles,showed poor chloroform
resistance. The acetone resistanceof most of the polymerswas better than their
resistanceto chloroform. The polymers'resistanceto TCP (on a weight percent
gained basis) is not as good in some instancesas their resistanceto acetoneand
- chloroform. In particular,the subericand sebacicacid polybenzimidazoleshow
weight gains with TCP in excess of weight gains with acetoneor chloroform. A second
batch of polybenzimidazolefrom sebacicacid, however,showed no weight gain upon
exposureto TCP for 50 days. Some difficultywas encounteredin wiping all of the
TCP from the samplessurfaces,and the percentweight gain may be high. The loss in
weight obtainedwith two of the N-arylenepolybenzimidazolesin Table 13 after TCP
- exposure is probablyattributableto dissolutionof the polymerat the surface.
With the exceptionof a few data points,the data in Table 13 also suggest
that resistanceof the aliphatic-aromaticpolymersto organic solventsis
proportionalto the chain length of aliphaticdiamineor dicarboxylicacid used in
the polymer. Polymerscontaininglongeraliphaticsegmentsare less resistantto
attack by organicsolvents. Of interestis the inverserelationshipbetweenweight
gain due to 24-hr water boil seen in Table 12 and weight gain due to organic
solvents.
The polyimidefrom BTDA with octanediamineand m-phenylenediaminehas been
includedin the table and shows marked improvementin _olvent resistanceover the
BTDA/octanediaminepolymer.
After 10 days exposureto the three solvents,severalspecimenswere tested
for DTUL shift. These specimensare noted in the table by footnotee. These tests
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TABLE 13. SOLVENTSCREENINGOF MOLDEDPOLYMERSa (PERCENTWEIGHTGAIN)
Acetone Chloroform Tcpb
Polymer 11Day 7 Days SO Days I Day 7 Days 50 Days I Day 7 Days 50 Days
Pol_imides
PMDAwith C6 diamine O O O 0 0 f I 2 O
with C8 diamine O 0 e 3 5 e I 0 e
with C12 diamine i 1 3 12 30 29 0 O 0
BTDA with C6 diamine 0 0 2 Swells I 0 O2 6 11 Swells O O Owith C8 diamlne
with C12 diamine 7 9 9 Swells I I O
with isophoronedlamine 0 0 6 Swells 2 i 0
with C8 diamlne and I -- I 2 -- 6 O -- 0
m-phenylenedlamine
MCTC with C8 diamine Swells Dissolved Swells Dissolved
Pol_benzimidazoles
TAB with C6 dicarboxylic acid O 0 0 0 O f 4 4 5
O O e O(O)C O(O)C e(f) i(0)c 2(0)c e(o)Cwith C8 dicarboxylic acid
with C12 dicarboxylicacid O O e 2 4 e 1 I e
N-Ar_]enepol_benzimidazoles 4 14 14 Swells O 0 0
4,4'-Bis(o-aminoanIIino)biphenyl
with-C6 dicarboxylicacid 11 18 16 Dissolved -2 -I O
with C8 dicarboxylicacid 23 14 -2 Dissolved -2 -5 Half disso|ved
with C12 dicarboxylicacid 6 .... Swells ......
with phthalic anhydride 15 15 2 Dissolved 3 4 4
with methylhexahydrophthalic
anhydride
aSample weights of polymers variedbetween 0.1 and 0.2 grams. Samples were towel wiped.
bSeven-dayTCP samples were acetonewashed and towel wiped prior to weighing
CSecond sample of polymer
dSurface degraded,polymer TCP c|oudy
eSample used for DTUL measurement
fSolventevaporated
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were discontinuedwhen essentiallyno effect was noted for the nine samplestested
except the polybenzimidazolefrom TAB with 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylicacid and
- chloroform. DTUL curves for this polymerafter exposureto the three solventsare
given in Figure 15. The arrow in the figure indicatessample shrinkage,probablydue
to chloroformbeing lost from the specimenand prematuresample softening. Acetone
and TCP show no change in DTUL behaviorfrom originaldry DTUL curves.
3.3.3 Solvent ResistanceUnder Stress
Based on the DTUL and solventscreeningresultspreviouslydiscussed,the
three polymersindicatedbelow were preparedin 50g quantitiesfor moldingand
subsequentsolventresistancetestingunder stress.
• Polyimides
-- PMDA with 1,8-octanediamine(ninh = 4.1)
-- BTDA with 50/50 weightsof m-phenylenediamineand 1,8-octanediamine
(ninh = 0.98)
• Polybenzimidazoles
-- TAB with sebacicacid
The PMDA/octanediaminepolymer,during preparation,progressedto a very high
molecularweight. The 10 percentsolids solutionof this polymerat 180°C required
- dilutionwith additionalsolventto reduce its viscosityfor pouringinto the
nonsolventfor isolation. The above polymerswere molded at 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) at
393°C (740°F),266°C (510°F),and 385°C (725°F),respectively. Polymerstripscut
from the moldings were placed (bent) into large paper clips as sketchedbelow and
immersedinto acetone,chloroform,and TCP.
Bent polymerstrip
Paper cllp
After 500 hr exposuresto the three solvents,no evidenceof cracking or
crazing was observedin any of the test strips from the three polymers. However,
removalof the test strip from the paper clip did not lead to a completelyflat
specimen. Controlstrips which were aged in air also did not returnto completely
- flat specimens. Qualitatively,the polybenzimidazolespecimensappear to retain
their stiffnessin all three solventsbetter than the two polyimides. The
m-phenylenediaminemodificationto the BTDA/octanediaminepolymerhas a DTUL of 155°C
-(-deviationfrom linearity). The DTUL intercepttemperatureis 187°C. Fifty-day
weight gains in acetone,chloroform,and TCP were 1, 6, and 0 percent,respectively.
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Figure 15. DTULcurves for polybenzimidazole from 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid
after lO-day exposure to solvents
Efforts to demonstrate stressed durability resistance at finite stress levels
(tensile tests) under the influence of solvents led to discovering that the polymers
became anisotropicwhen pressedinto thin films. If a narrow strip of 7.6 mm-thick
polymer is pressedto a 1.3 mm thickness,most of the flow occurs to increasethe
width of the sampleand little flow occursto increasethe sample'slength. Creasing
the thin films leads to failurewhen the crease is parallelto the flow directionand
no failurewhen perpendicularto the flow direction. It appearsas if these tests
may be more properlyconductedon compositespreparedfrom the candidateresins.
The three polymerswere then exposed(unstressed)to more severe solvents:
formic acid, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone(NMP), and dimethyl sulfoxide(DMSO). The 50-day
resultsof these tests are given in Table 14.
3.4 INITIALPOLYMERSELECTION
The three polymerswhich passed the stressedsolventresistancetestingalone
or with modificationare good candidatesfor furthercharacterization. Their key
propertiesare reiteratedand comparedin Table 15, with their tensileproperties
determinedon strips from molded films. Moldingtemperatureof the films is also
indicatedin the table.
The PMDA/octanediaminepolymerwas opaque after molding and was crack-
sensitive,comparedto earliermoldings from a differentsynthesis(same monomers).
Althoughmolding was accomplishedby placingthe polymer(powder,and fibers)evenly
over the bottom of the mold prior to molding,the samplesmay be slightlyanisotropic
due to polymer flow from the mold. The tensilestrengthof the polybenzimidazole
specimenis higher than obtainedfrom prior Acurexefforts and the high strengthof
of the polyimidefrom BTDA with octanediamineand m_-phenylenediamineis consistent
with those obtainablefrom aromaticpolyimides.
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TABLE 14. SOLVENT SCREENINGOF SELECTEDPOLYMERS,50-DAYTESTS
(PERCENTWEIGHT GAIN)
Dimethyl
Formic N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone Sulfoxide
Polymer Acid (NMP) (DMSO)
Polyimides
PMDA with C8 diamine 14 0 0
BTDA with C8 diamine 2 -0.4 0
and
m-phenylenediamine
Polybenzimidazoles
TAB with sebacic Dissolved Dissolved Attacked
acid
The initialmodulus of the samplesmust be redetermined. The tangentmodulus
- is given in the table.
The good Barcol hardnessof the BTDA/1,8-octanediamineand m_-phenylenediamine
polyimide,its low molding temperature,and good tensile propertiesmade it the first
choice for furthercharacterizationefforts.
3.5 POLYIMIDESFROM BTDA WITH ALIPHATICAND AROMATIC AMINES
Continuinginvestigationof the polyimidefrom BTDA/1,8-octanediamineand
m-phenylenediamine(50/50wt pct amines)led to the discoverythat two types of
products were obtainedwhen apparentlypreparedby the same procedure: clear and
opaque moldings. Further,when clear moldingswere heat treatedat 316°C (600°F)
they usuallyturned opaque. Loweringthe m-phenylenediaminecontentfrom 50 wt pct
based on total amine content to 43 percent-(equimolarfor 1,8-octanediamineand
m-phenylenediamine)producedclear moldings.
Twenty-onemolded buttonsof numerouspolymerswere treatedunder nitrogenfor
1 hr at 316°C (600°F). Moldingswhich were opaque prior to heat treatmentbecame
more opaque. Seven clear polyimidemoldingsof the 50/50 wt pct amine composition
turned opaque. Polymerswhich did not become opaque with the 1-hr heat treatmentare
listed below:
• BTDA/1,6-hexanediamine,one each
• BTDA/1,8-octanediamine,one each
• BTDA/1,6-hexanediamine/m--phenylenediamine(equimolaramines),two each
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TABLE 15. POLYMERSELECTIONS
Mold Drya Weta
Temperature Barcol DTUL DTUL
(°C) Hardness (°C) (°C) Tensile Properties
Polyimides Strength, MPa/elongation, %/modulus, MPab
PMDAwith C8 385 i0 108 (353) 95 (350) 30.3/3/1144
diamine
BTDAwith C8 266 40 155 (187) 148 (180) 117/14/1220
diamine and
m--phenylenediamine
Polybenzimidazole
TAB with sebacic 385 25 185 (207) 120 (126) 101/10/1144
acid
aDeviationfrom linearityvalues;interceptvalues are in parenthesis
bTangentmodulus,not initialmodulus
r• BTDA/1,8-octanediamine/m_-phenylenediamine(equimolaramines),one each,
and 50/50 wt pct amines,one each
e BTDA/1,6-hexanediamine/4,4'-methylenedianiline(equimolaramines),one
each
• BTDA/1,8-octanediamine/4,4'-methylenedianiline(equimolaramines),one
each
• BTDA/1,8octanediamine/2,6-diaminotoluene( quimolaramines),one each
Only polymerscontainingm-phenylenediamineturn opaque with heat treatment.
All three polyimidesfrom equimol-araminescontainingm_-phenylenediaminedid not turn
opaque comparedto only one of the many polyimidescontaining50/50 wt pct amines.
These results,which are discussedin more detail below, promptedmore
in-depthinvestigationsof the aromaticamine modified aliphaticpolyimides. The
resultsof these investigationsare discussedin the next few pages and finallyled
to selectionof the polyimidefrom BTDA with equimolar1,6-hexanediamineand
m-phenylenediamine. Scaleup of this polymeris describedin Section 3.6 and
prepreggingand compositeeffortsin Section3.7.
3.5.1 Considerationsof Forming PolyimidesFrom Amines With DifferentBasicities
Additionof aromatic amines as the coreactantwith more basic aliphatic
_ diamines to form polyimideswith aromaticdianhydridesresultsin the potentialto
form a number of new polyimides. Block, random,and alternatingcopolymersare
hypotheticallypossible. Formationof specificmer sequenceswould be expectedto be
relatedto methods of preparingthe polyimide. For example, principallyblock
copolymerswould be expectedfrom condensationof equimolarquantitiesof one amine
with a dianhydridefollowedby continuingreactionwith equimolarquantitiesof the
second amine with the same dianhydrideor alternatedianhydride.
The mer sequenceswhich are actuallyobtainedduring condensationare further
complicatedby the chemistryinvolved. Considerthe simultaneousadditionof both
amines to a solutionof the dianhydrideat temperaturesbelow imidization
temperature(s). As pendant acid groupsare formed from reactionof aliphaticamine
_ with anhydride,they would be expectedto preferentiallyreact with the strongest
base in the mixture, the unreactedaliphaticamine. Thus, at ~50 percentof
aliphaticamine reacteddue to salt formationof unreactedaliphaticamine with
pendant acid groups,the aromatic amine may become the amine availablefor reaction
with anhydride.
It is apparentthat formationof random and alternatingcopolymersof
polyimides from aliphatic-aromaticamineswith BTDA will be very sensitiveto
reactionconditions. The molding properties,solventresistance,and crystallinity
of such polymerswould be expectedto vary with mer sequencingand furthermer
crystallizability. Thus, block copolymerswith long sequencesof mers containingthe
aliphaticamine and long sequencescontainingthe aromaticamine would be expectedto
producemoldingswith both amorphous(aliphatic)and orderedor crystalline
(aromatic)regions. On the other hand, alternatingcopolymersdue to their regular
sequencingmay have a strongertendencyto crystallizethan randomcopolymers.
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The previousbrief discussionis furthercomplicatedby at least two
additionalconsiderations: macrocycleformationand crystallizabilityof polymers
containingthe m-phenylenemoiety. As the progressingcondensationdepletesthe
concentrationoTmonomers and dimers,potentialfor macrocycleformationis
increased. Neglectingmolecular geometries(e.g., intermediates)which may be
required to actuallyobtain such macrocycles,it is noted that Fischer-Hirschfelder-
Taylor models can readilybe constructed(strainfree) for numerouspotential
macrocyclesincludingthe highly unlikelyBTDA-derivedstructurewherein the
3,3'-dicarboxylicamides are bridgedwith m--phenyleneand the 4,4'-dicarboxylic
amides are bridgedwith hexamethylene. Two crystallineforms of the aromaticnylon
from isophthaloylchloride and m-phenylenediamineare discussedin detail in
Reference8. Both the soluble,--coiledalpha form (intramolecularhydrogenbonded)
and insolublebeta form (intermolecularhydrogenbonded)of the polymerare
described. These polymersmay be similarto the clear, hazy, and/or opaque BTDA
polyimidesobtainedwith _-phenylenediamineas coreactantwith 1,6-hexaneor
1,8-octanediaminecompared to clear BTDA polyimidesfrom the aliphaticamines and/or
with methylenedianilineand 2,6-diaminotolueneas coreactants.
3.5.2 BTDA With EquimolarAliphaticand AromaticAmines
Characterizatureof BTDA polymersfrom equimolaraliphaticand aromatic
diamines appearedto be in order based on the clarityof the moldings obtained at
316°C from these compositions. These resultsare given in Table 16. All of the
polymerswere molded to clear buttonsat target conditionswith the exceptionof
Polymer 7, (see Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4)which was the initiallyselected polyimide
composition.
The three items noted below are evident from the resultspresentedin
Table 16. Polymer7 is apparentlyan exceptionto the generaltrends seen in
Table 16:
o Polymersderived from hexanediamineprovidemoldingswith higher Barcol
hardnessthan polymersderived from octanediamine. Polymersfrom
octanediaminehave greaterresistanceto moisture than polymersfrom
hexanediamine.
• Aromatic amines incorporatedinto the hexanediaminebased polymers
increasehardness,DTUL, and resistanceto both water and chloroform.
Similareffects are observedfor octanediaminepolymersexcept for
moisture resistance,where little effect is observed.
• No obvious relationshipsexist betweenweight percentof individual
constituents,i.e., hydrocarbonportionof aliphaticamine versus
hardness,DTUL, chloroform,or moisture resistance
Polymer7 in Table 16 appearsto be differentthan Polymers6 and 8. It has
significantlyhigher hardnessand resistanceto chloroformthan would be predictedby
extrapolationfrom the compositionsof Polymers6 and 8. There appearsto be a
discontinuityin propertiesas the m-phenylenecontentof the polymer is increasedto
values above its content in the equi--molarpolymer. For example, if the quantityof
m-phenylenediaminewere increasedfrom 43 percent (Polymer6) to 60 percent
TlO percentmore than Polymer7), a polymerwith a Barcol hardnessof 50+ might be
expected. The polymerfrom 100 percentm--phenylenediaminewith BTDA would not be
expected to have a hardnessmuch greaterthan 50.
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TABLE16. PROPERTIESOF POLYIMIDESFROMBTDAWITH ALIPHATIC AND
ALIPHATIC-AROMATICDIAMINES
Propertiesof
Molded Polymer
Weight Percent Contribution
of Structures DTUL, °C
(Intercept)
Amines 50-Day
Amines (HydrocarbonPortlon) inherent After Water Chloroform
Viscosity 24-Hr Weight Weight
Polymer BTDA (dl/gm), Barcol Water Gain Gain
Number A11phatlc Aromatic (imlde) Allphatlc Aromatlc H2SO4 Hardness Dry Boll (percent) (percent)
I 1,6-Hexanedlamlne None 79 21 0 1.32 20 113 102 3.9 266a
2 1,6-Hexanedlaminem-Phenylenediamine 80 II 9 0.82 43 195 155 2.4 11
(equimolar)
3 1,6-HexanedlamlneMethylenedlanIllne 72 9 19 1.55 40 193 158 2.0 96
(equlmolar)
4 1,6-Hexanedlamlne2,6-Diamlnotoluene 79 10 II 1.25 45 205 I15 2.3 294b
(equlmolar)
5 1,8-Octaned|amineNone 14 26 0 1.28 0 98 85 1.6 250a
6 1,8-Octaned|amlnem-Phenylenedlamlne ll 14 9 0.74 30 155 136 1.9 91
- (equimolar)l
l 1,8-Octanedlamlnem-Phenylenedlamlne 78 11 11 1.4 40 to 4_ 185 159 1.5 6
8 1,8-OctanedlamlneMethylenedlanillne 70 12 18 1.18 30 155 133 0.9 87
(equimolar)
1-dayresult
Heat treated for I hr at 316°C (600°F)
The resultspreviouslydescribedsuggestthat the composition(morphology)of
Polymer7 is unusual. This appearsto be confirmedby the difficultiesencountered
in synthesizingit reproducibly,as discussedin the next section.
The toughnessof the molding from Polymer3 was noteworthy: samplesfor tests
were cut from the molded bottom with a trim knife without fracturepropagation.
3.5.3 BTDA With Equal Weight Percent1,8-Octanediamineand m-Phenylenediamine
After demonstrationof the good solventresistance(stressed)and tensile
strength of the polyimidefrom BTDA with 1,8-octanediamineand m_-phenylenediamine,
compositepropertyeffortswere scheduled. Numeroussubsequentattemptsto prepare
this polymerwere not successful. Specifically,molded resin specimensfrom the
numerousattemptsvaried in degree of opacity from clear to very opaque. Table 17
providesa log of the reactionsconducted.
Polyimides1 and 2 were the first two reactionsfrom the 50/50 wt pct
amine/BTDAreactants. Polymer2 was tested for its tensile properties(Section3.4).
Not evident in the table is the direct correlationbetweenclarityof the polymer
solutionat the end of the 180% reactiontemperatureand molding clarity. If the
solution is clear, the molding is clear.
It appearsthat the differencein producinga clear versus opaque molding is
due to differencesin polymersegmentsequences. For example,if m-phenylene/BTDA
sequencesincludetwo to three mers, that portionof the molecule i--sinsolublein
m-cresol and precipitatesin conjunctionwith similar segmentsas a colloidor highly
_isible particle. The polymers from equimolaramines were both clear, suggesting
that the sequenceBTDA/m--phenylenediamine/BTDAdoes not lead to opaque moldings
per se.
3.5.4 Propertiesof Heat-TreatedBTDA Polyimides
Molded buttonsof numerous polymerswere treated under nitrogenfor 1 hr at
316°C (600°F). This differs from the standardheat treatmentfor button molding
wherein the polymerwas placed into a preheatedmold, the mold placed into a cold
press, and 100 psi applied. The 1 hr at 600°F treatmentdid not significantlyaffect
the color of the moldings: however,improvementsin both hardnessand resistanceto
chloroformwere observed. Since the originalpurposeof the experimentwas to
determine if more complete fusion could be obtainedwith a hold time at 316°C
(600°F),it was surprisingto find that the heat treatmentled to more opaque
moldings with the 50/50 wt pct amine polymers.
Table 18 provides propertydifferencesobservedon molded polymerdiscs from
the two heat treatments. Attentionis directedto the H2SO4 solubilitytests on the
polymer samples. In many instances,there are severalentriesfor the same sample.
The first entry was after 13 days at room temperatureon the shaker (S = soluble,
T = trace insolubles,and I = insoluble). The majority of the as-moldedsampleswere
dissolvedby this treatment,comparedto the nondissolutionof nearly all of the
heat-treatedsamples. The secondentry is after 4-hr oven treatmentat 43°C with
overnight room temperatureshaker treatmentplus a second identicaltreatment.
Samples which still demonstratedH2SO4 insolubilitywere finallyheated for an
additional4 hr at 43°C and 3 days on the shakerat room temperature. Trace
insolublesin the final solutionare consideredto be essentiallyequivalentto
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TABLE 17. RECORDOF POLYMERSOBTAINEDFROMTHE REACTIONOF BTDAWITH
50/50 WT PCT 1,8-OCTANEDIAMINEANDm_-PHENYLENEDIAMINE
Inherent Clarity of
Notebook Weight of Catalyst Viscosity, Molding to
Number Reference Reactants(g) Methoda Amine dl/g (H2S04) TransmittedLightb
I 65-103 5.5 Standardmethod EMI 1.10 Slight haze
2 65-I01 55 Standardmethod EMI 0.98 Clearc
3 65-121 111 Standardmethod Et3N 0.46 Opaque
4 65-122 11 Standardmethod (newBTDA)d EMI 2.29 Cleare
5 65-123 55 Standardmethod EMI 1.04 Opaque
6 65-125 II Standardmethod (recrystallizedmPDAf) EMI 1.00 Opaque
l 65-130 180 Standardmethod (new BTDA) EMI 0.14 Hazy
8 65-132 5.5 Standardmethod None 0.14 Opaque
g 65-133 5.5 Octanediamlneadded at RT, None 0.18 Opaque
2.5 hr later mPDA added
10 65-134 5.5 mPDA added at RT, 24 hr later None 0.59 Opaque
octanediamlneadded (distilledmPDA)
II 65-135 5.5 Standardmethod Pyrldine 0.66 Opaque
12 65-136 5.5 Octanediamlne,heat, cool, add mPDA None 0.48 Hazy
13 65-131 5.5 Standardmethod EMI (new 0.55 Opaquebatch)
aStandardmethod is preparationof a clear cresol solution of BTDA with catalyst amine, cooling to below 60°C, additionof reactive
amines and heating through I hr at 180°C.
bMolded by preheatingmold to 320°C, adding Ig of polymer to meId and immediatelyplacing 100 psi on polymer.
CTens|leand solvent resistanceconductedon this polymer.
dS1urrledwith THF in addition to acetone slurry for purification.
eMoldlngdoes not propagatefracture when cut with trim knlfe (verytough and insensltiveto fracturevia crack inltlation).
fmPDA =m-phenylenediamlne
TABLE18. PROPERTYDIFFERENCESBETWEENAS-MOLDEDANDMOLDED
HEAT.TREATEDBTDAPOLYIMIDES
I Barcol Hardness Solubilityin H2S04a 50-Day Clarity of Molding to
Chloroform TransmittedLight
Weight Gain of
Molded,d Moldedd Heat-Treated
Reference As Heat As Heat Moldingsd Molded,d
Polymer Number Polymer Compositionb Moldedc Treated Moldedc Treated (percent) As Moldedc Heat Treated
q
I 65-I01 BTDAwith ODA and m-PDA (50/50wt pct amines) 40 46 S I,l 2.5 Clear Partly clear
2 I 65-121 0.5 2 T,T I,I,I 21.0 (foam?) Partly clear Opaque
3 65-122 44 51 T,S I,S 0.9 Clear
4 65-123 46 52 S I,T 1.3 Clear
5 65-125 41 50 S I,T 2.5 Opaque
6 65-130 42 49 S I,T 1.0 Clear
7 65-131 Sameas above except amines at 50/50mole pct 30 0e S T,S 16.1 (foam) Clear
8 65-132 Same as above except amines at 50/50wt pct 35 40 S I,S 22.9 Opaque
9 65-133 44 48 S I,T,T 25.4 Opaque
10 65-134 44 52 I,S l,I,I 1.6 Hazy
11 65-135 45 48 S I,S 1.9 Opaque
12 65-136 42 52 S T,S 1.3 Clear
13 65-137 42 52 S I,T,S 2.7 Clear
14 65-13B BTDAwith ODA and MDA (50/50mole pct amines) 30 30 I,I,I I,I.I 96.5 Clear Clear
15 65-142 BTDA with ODA and mPDA (50/50wt pet amines) 45 44 S I,S 3.5 Hazy opaque
16 65-143 BTDA with HDA and mPDA (50/50mole pct amines) 40 42 S I,S 1.7 Clear Clear
II 65-145 BTDA wlth ODA and mPDA (50/50wt pct amines) 44 46 S I,S 2.1 Clear Clear
18 65-146 BTDA with HDA and MDA (50/50mole pet amines) 40 43 I,l,I l,I,I 46.2 Clear Clear
19 65-151 BTDA with HDA and 2,6-diamlnotoluene 45 (foam) S T,S 294.0 (foam) Clear Clear
(50/50mole pet amines)
as = soluble,T = trace insolubles,I = insoluble
bBTDA = benzophenonetetracarboxyIIcdianhydride;ODA = 1,8-octanediamine;mPDA = m_phenylenediamine;
MDA = methylenedianiline;HDA = 1,6-hexanediamine
CMoldedby preheatingmold to 320°C (608°F),'adding Ig of polymer to mold and immedlatelyplacing
100 psi on polymer and fan cooling to room temperature
dThe as-moldedpolymerswere vacuum bagged and heated to 316°C (600°F) for I hr under nitrogen after
venting the vacuum
eThe molding foamed internally
completelysolublesamplesand is judged to not necessarilyrepresentsignificant
structuralvariancebetweenthe polymers.
With only the few exceptionsdiscussedbelow, there appearsto be no major
differencebetweenthe H2S04 solubilityresponseof the samplesgiven the two heat
treatments. Dissolutiontime of the samplesheated for 1 hr at 316°C (600°F)is
longer, but the final result is essentiallythe same -- completesolubilityin
sulfuric acid. Consequently,it was concludedthat the improvedchloroform
resistanceobserved for the heat-treatedsamplesover the as-moldedpolymersis not
principallydue to crosslinking.
Variationin solubilityresponsebetweenas-moldedand heat-treatedsamplesis
observed for polymers2 and 10 shown in Table 18. Polymer2 was obtained from use
of triethylamineas catalyst. Polymer 10 was preparedwith no amine catalyst.
- Polymers 8, 9, and 12 were also preparedwithoutcatalyst. Polymer10 differed from
the others in regardto the order of the amine addition. The m-phenylenediaminewas
added 24 hr prior to the 1,8-octanediamine.Polymer 2 and lOmay be crosslinked
after 1 hr at 316% (600°F)in view of the complete solubilityof the other polymers
from the same constituents. The methylenedianilinepolymers (14 and 18) are
insolublein sulfuricacid with both heat treatments;however,a decisionon the
A cause of this insolubility(structureversuscrosslinking)is prematurewithout
further tests. These polymersas isolatedfrom the reactionare solublein sulfuric
acid (see Table 16).
Comparisonof the chloroformresistanceof as-moldedto heat-treatedsamples
is provided in Table 19.
At this juncture it was suspectedthat the enhancedchloroformresistance
after to the 1-hr heat treatmentat 316°C (600°F)might be attributableto changes in
structure. Three polymerswere selectedfor more extensiveinvestigation. All three
polymerswere made usingm-phenylenediamine. Both methylenedianilineand
2,6-diaminotoluenebased polymersgave high chloroformweight gains. As shown in
- Table 20, two polymerswere made from 50/50 wt pct amines (1,8-octanediamine/
m-phenylenediamine)with BTDA; one was opaque (65-137)after 1 hr at 316°C (600°F)
_reatment,whereas the other remainedclear (65-145). The third polymerwas from
BTDA with equimolaramines (1,6-hexanediamine/m--phenylenediamine)(65-143).
The TGA data on the as-preparedpolymersshow residualcresol or imidization
- water is lost. Imidizationweight lossesexpressedas percentof originalpolymer
weight for Polymers65-137 and -145 is 8.0 percentand for Polymer65-143,
8.3 percent. If the weight loss for 65-143was entirely due to furtherimidization,
the 0.2 percentweight loss measuredwould representonly about 2 to 3 percentof the
total water loss requiredfor completeimidization.
Since heat treatmentwas not conductedunder pressure,the slight increasein
densitymeasured for the heat-treatedsamplesappearsvalid and suggeststhe
occurrenceof some chemicalor physicalchange. Based on the increasedBarcol
hardness valuesmeasured for the heat-treatedsamples (compareto Table 20),
increasedpolymerdensitieswould be predicted. The polymerwhich was opaque after
heat treatmentwas also the densest.
The tetrachloroethane(TCE) solubleportion (90+ percent)of several
as-preparedpolymerswere cast onto salt plates and infraredspectrataken of the
films after TCE removalat room temperature,after 1-min treatmentat 316°C (600°F)
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o TABLE19. COMPARISONOF CHLOROFORMRESISTANCEBETWEEN"AS MOLDED"AND
"MOLDEDHEATTREATED"BTDAPOLYIMIDES
SO-Day
Chloroform
1-Day Chloroform ]I-Day Chloroform Weight Gain
Weight Gain (Percent) Weight Gain (Percent) (Percent)
Reference Molded Molded Molded
Number Polymer Compositiona As Moldedb Heat TreatedC As Moldedb Heat TreatedC As Moldedb Heat Treatedc
65-]07 BTDA with ODA and m-PDA (50/50wt pct amines) ].8 1.0 1.7 9.0 2.5
65-131 Same as above except amines at 50/50 mole pct 6.0 2.5 64.0 1.1 91 16.1
(foam) (foam) (foam)
65-138 BTDA with ODA and MDA (50/50mole pct amines) 9.0 4.3 85.0 35.6 87 96.5
65-146 BTDA with HDA and MDA (50/50mole pct amines) 2.7 1.6 7.9 96 46.2
65-143 BTDA with HDA and m-PDA (50/50mole pct amines) 3.9 0.5 0.9 11 1.7
aBTDA = benzophenonetetracarboxyllcdianhydride;ODA = 1,8-octanediamine;m-PDA = _-phenylenediamine;MDA = methylenedianillne;
HDA = 1,6-hexanediamlne
bMoldedby preheatingmold to 320°C (608°F), adding Ig of polymer to mold and immediatelyplacing 100 psi on polymer and fan cooling
to room temperature
CThe "as molded" polymerswere vacuum bagged and heated to 316°C (600°F)for I hr
) ) _ ) b t J ) _ }
TABLE 20. POLYMERSSELECTEDFOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
50-Day Density (g/cc)
Chloroform Weight Loss of
Weight Gain of As-Prepared
Heat-Treated Polymer Molded,
Reference Moldings Through 300°C As Heat Percent
Number (percent) (percent) Molded Treated Change
65-137 2.7 1.2 1.362 1.369 +0.5
65-145 2.1 0.4 1.355 1.362 +0.5
65-143 1.7 0.2 1.354 1.364 +0.7
under vacuum,and after 60-min treatmentat 316°C (600°F)under vacuum. Figures16,
17, and 18 providethe spectraof Polymers65-137,-145, and -143, respectively. The
figurescontainthree spectra representing,from top to bottom,the three conditions
cited.
With continuedheat treatmentthere is loss in all spectraof the weak
A absorptionsat 2930 cm-1 and 2970 cm-1, as well as general loss of the weak
absorptionsin the entire 2800 cm-1 through3700 cm-1 region. Furtherloss of the
1700 cm-1 shoulderon the imide doubletto providebetter resolutionof the BTDA
carbonyl at 1680 cm-1 occurs in all three polymers. Appearanceof a broad weak
absorptionat 3300 cm-1 occurs in all three polymers. The percenttransmission
betweenthe imide absorptionsat 1730 cm-1 and 1780 cm-1 is improved. Two
- differencesexist between films cast from TCE and Nujol mulls of the polymers. A
weak absorptionat 820 cm"I and a broad absorptionat 3600 cm-1 (HOH?) are present
in the TCE films but not the mulls of the polymers. The carbonyl regionappearsto
be unaffectedby sample preparationmethod.
It was concludedthat similarchangesoccur in all three polymerswith heat
- treatment (densityand hardness increasesand subtle changes in the carbonyl region
of their infraredspectra),and it appearslikely that these changesare responsible
for the improvedchloroformresistance. As to whetherthese changesare chemical or
physicalcan only be elucidatedby furtherexperimentation.
3.5.5 BTDA With Equimolar1,6-Hexanediamineand m-Phen_lenediamine
Numerousattemptsto preparethe clear polymerwere eventuallysuccessful.
Table 23 providesa log of the first reactionsconducted. Monomerbatcheswere the
same throughoutthe study.
The principalobservationrelevantto formationof clear polymersfrom
detailed analysisof the Table 21 resultsis that if the polymerizationis held below
about 120°C (but above some lower temperature)for ~2 hr prior to rapid heatupto
180°C, a clear polymer is produced. This differsfrom the standardmethod of
preparationin that, with the standardmethod, coolingthe BTDA cresolvarnishto
some temperaturebelow 60°C prior to simultaneousadditionof both amines is
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Figure 16. Spectra of BTDA/ODA/mPDA(65-137) polyimide film from TCE
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Figure 17. Spectraof BTDA/ODA/mPDA(65-145)polyimidefilm from TCE
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Figure 18. Spectraof BTDA/HDA/mPDA(65-143)polyimidefilm from TCE
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TABLE 21. RECORD OF POLYMERSOBTAINEDFROM THE REACTIONOF BTDA WITH
1,6-HEXANEDIAMINEAND m_-PHENYLENEDIAMINE
Inherent
Weight of Solids Viscosity,
Table Notebook Reactants Content Catalyst dl/g Reaction
Number Reference (g) (percent) Methoda Amine (H2S04) Clarity
I 65-143 5.5 10 Standardmethod _ridine 0.82 Hazy
2 78-1 5.5 10 Standardmethod Pyridine 1.04 Clear
3 78-2 5.5 10 Standardmethod Pyridine 1.07 Clear
4 338-64 11 30 Standard method Pyridine 0.51 Opaque (110°C)
5 338-69 11 10 BTDA solution prepared at Pyridine 0.?2 Opaque (130°C)
RT (16 hr), standard
method
6 338-72 5.5 10 Solution of amines added Pyridine 0.70 Hazy (35 min)
all at once at 130°C
7 338-73 5.5 10 Solution of amines added Pyridine 0.81 Trace haze
at RT
8 338-75 5.5 10 BTDA/HDA at 180° 2.5 hr, Pyridine 0.24 Clear
add mPDA, react 2.5 hr
9 338-78 5.5 10 BTDA/mPDAat 180°C None 0.81 Hazy (160°C)
10 min, cool, add HDA
10 338-79 5.5 10 BTDA/mPDAat 180°C None D.26 Opaque
1.5 hr, add HDA
11 338-80 5.5 10 Dropwise addition of Pyridine 0.33 Opaque
amines in solutionat
180°C
12 338-82 5.5 5 BTDA/HDA add mPDA after Pyridine 0.52 Clear
2 hr at 120°C
13 338-85 5.5 5 BTDA/HDA reacted at Ooc, None 1.18 Clear
then at 120°C to constant
spectra, add mPDA
14 338-88A 5.5 5 As above 5x pyridine 0.63 Clear
15 338-888 i/2 of 88A 5 5 percent excess mPDA 5x pyridine 0.31 Clear
added, 16 hr at 180°C
16 338-90 5.5 10 Standard method 5x pyridine 0.70 opaque (140°C)
17 338-96b 5.5 10 BTDA/HDA reacted at 128°C None 0.51 Opaque
to constant spectra, add
mPDA
I_ 338-98b 5.5 5 Same as previous None 0.48 Hazy
19 338-101 5.5 5 Dropwise additionof None 0.63 Clear
amines in solution (3 hr
at 110°C). After I hr at
180°C, 16 hr at 147°C.
aSee Footnote a, Table 17, all reactionsheated through I hr at 180°C
bAmines at 9?.5 percent of stoichiometry
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required. The amines could be added at room temperatureor 60°C and after
dissolution,the reaction vessel placed into a 180°C oil bath.
The variationin inherentviscositiessuggeststhat attainmentof a high
molecularweight polymer is also sensitiveto preparationmethod. In general,
polymerizationswhich turned opaque do not achievemolecularweightsas high as clear
polymerizations.
It is noted that the carbonyl regionof the infraredspectrafor all of these
polymers,whether clear or opaque, is identical. It is furthernoted that once a
clear polymerhas been prepared,it is not readilyconvertibleto an opaque polymer
by seedingthe cresol solutionwith opaque polymer,evaporationto dryness, addition
of water or salts to the cresol solution. Attempts have not been made to convert
opaque polymersto clear polymers.
Since polymer13 of Table 21 had the highestinherentviscosityof the 19
polymers shown in the table anotherpolymerizationwas carriedout using techniques
similarto those employedin the preparationof polymer 13, i.e., solids
concentrationand exothermmoderationof the BTDA/HDAreaction. Since both
polymerizationsemployedthe same monomers,inherentviscositydifferencesbetween
the polymersproducedare relatedto polymerizationconditions.
Polymer 13 was prepared by hot dissolutionof the BTDA at 5 percentsolids in
cresol followedby coolingwith an ice bath prior to additionof solid aliphatic
amine. The BTDA/HDAprepolymerwas then heatedto constantspectraat 120°C (1 hr)
and solid m__-phenylenediaminewas added. The temperaturewas increasedto 180°C for
its 1-hr reaction. With the second reactionthe BTDA flake was added to a cresol
solution of the aliphaticamine at room temperature,which gave a clear 16 percent
solids solutionafter 1.5 hr. The BTDA/HDAprepolymerwas then condensedfor 0.5 hr
at 140°C and cooled to room temperature. After room temperatureadditionof a cresol
solutionof m_-phenylenediamineto the precondensedHDA/BTDAprepolymersolution,the
reactionwas divided into four parts. Table 22 providesthe heatingconditionsand
inherentviscositiesof the four resultingproducts.
Table 22 clearlydemonstratesthat "rapid"heatup to 180°C after
m_-phenylenediamineadditionto the BTDA/HDAprepolymersolutionis requiredto obtain
a clear polymer. Polymerizationconditionsappear to have a marked effect on
inherent viscosity,however, it shouldbe noted that the solidscontentof the first
polymer was nearly twice that of the other polymersduring the 180°C reaction
condition. After stirring ceased in the first polymerat 180°C, 5 ml cresol was
added to thin the reactionmixture. Five ml of cresol was added to each of the other
portions of the reactionprior to heatupto eliminatepotentialfor stirrer
cessation.
3.6 SCALEUP
Based on the findingthat rapid heatup to the reactiontemperaturewas
required to obtain clear cresol varnishesof the BTDA/HDA/mPDApolyimide,several
scouting experimentsdirectedtoward demonstratingscaleupfeasibilitywere
conducted. Several small-scalereactions(~11g of solids)were carriedout with the
items listed below in focus:
o Productionof clear cresol varnishes
• Attainmentof high molecularweight polymers
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TABLE 22. BTDA/HDA/mPDAPOLYIMIDEREACTIONCONDITIONSVERSUS
POLYMER PROPERTIES
Solution InherentViscosity
Condition Clarity (dl/gm)
Solution placed into 180°C oil bath, Clear 1.66
reacted for 1 hr at 180°C
Overnightreactionat room Opaquea 1.20
temperature,overnightreaction
at 120°C, 1 hr at 180°C
2 days reactionat room Clear 0.96
temperature,into cold oil bath,
reactedfor 1 hr at 180°C
Aliquot of above reactedovernight Clear 1.13
at 120°C
aMinimum opacity
o Can the procedurebe used to preparepound quantitiesof polymer
Severaloptionsexist for achievingrapid heatup of the reaction. Rapid
addition of refluxingcresol to a high solids contentcresol varnishof the monomers
holds potential. Effortsfocusedon the stepwiseamine addition route whereinthe
m-phenylenediamineis added to the varnishpreparedfrom BTDA and HDA. Additionof
_-phenylenediamineto a 180°C cresol solutionof the BTDA/HDAprepolymerwas
successfullyused to prepare 247g of polymer (13 percent solids). Only a trace of
insolubleswas observed in the cresol varnish. The inherentviscosityof the polymer
was 1.09 dl/gm in sulfuricacid.
Isolationof the polymerby slow additionof the varnishto a Waring blender
containingmethyl alcoholprovidedof large chopped fibers. The product,after
standard workup (refluxingmethyl alcoholand 60°C vacuumoven dry), contained
2.7 percent by weight cresol by TGA analysis.
Methodsto remove residualcresol from the 247g batch of BTDA/mPDA/HDA
polyimidewere investigated. The as preparedpolymer still contained2.7 percent
residual volatiles(TGA) after 5-day treatmentunder high vacuumat 60°C. Increasing
the drying temperatureto 200°C (high vacuum)and/or reducingthe particlesize of
the alcohol-precipitatedpolymerboth succeededin reducingthe residualvolatilesto
<0.3 percent (at 316°C by TGA). A 10.2 x 15.2 x 0.76 cm thick moldingwas prepared
from 152g of this polymer (13.8 MPa, 316°C)after treatmentfor 16 hr at 200°C under
high vacuum. The polymer'smoldabilityseemed to be unaffectedby this heat
treatment.
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3.7 COMPOSITES
An 8-harnessCelion 3000 fabric (24 x 23) was treatedwith chloroformfor
epoxy size removal,dried, and impregnatedwith a 13 percentsolids (BTDA/mPDA/HDA)
cresol varnish. Half of the varnishwas added to one side and, after partialdrying,
half to the other side. Final dry conditionswere 16 hr at 150°C under vacuum to
give a prepregwith a volatilecontentof 2.7 percent (30 min at 260°C). Composites
were fabricatedfrom the prepregby moldingfor 1 hr at 316°C under three different
pressures;0.69, 6.9, and 34.5 MPa (100, 1000, and 5000 psi). Propertiesfor the
three preliminarycompositesare given in Table 23. Calculatedzero void content
compositepropertiesfor this fabric are as follows:
Fiber Volume Resin Weight Ply Thickness
(percent) (percent) (mm)
55 38.8 4.01
60 34.1 3.66
Figures 19 and 20 provide indicationof the resin,void, and fiber
distributionin the 0.69 and 6.9 MPa processedcomposites. The 34.5 MPa processed
compositehad essentiallythe same featuresas the 6.9 MPa processedcompositeand is
not shown.
The void contentscalculatedfor the high-pressureprocessedcomposites
(Table 23) clearly reside in the individualfiber bundlessince Figure 20
demonstratesessentiallyno voids are presentin the interplyresin. Processingat
0.69 MPa (100 psi) failedto consolidatethe composite,and numerouslarge voids are
TABLE 23. PROPERTIESOF POLYIMIDECELION 3000 COMPOSITES
Processing Pressure, Resin Weight Ply Thickness Void a SBS, MPab
MPa (psi) (percent) (mm) Content (psi)
0.69 (i00) 34 4.77 23 24.9 (3610)
6.9 (i000) 36.2 4.42 17 33.7 (4880)
34.5 (5000) 36.2 4.19 13 34.8 (5040)
aCalculatedfrom mm/ply observedfor compositeversusmm/ply for zero void
composite
bAverage of four specimens
observed in the composite. The shear strengthsobtained for the high-pressure
compositesof 34 MPa is surprisinglyhigh consideringthe void contentof the
composites. Epoxy resins provideup to 70 MPa with this fabric.
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50x
Figure 19. Polyimide Celion 3000 composite processed at 0.69 MPa
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+50x
Figure 20. PolyimideCelion 3000 compositeprocessedat 6.9 MPa
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Based on the photomicrographsof the composites,it is obviousthat more resin
must be introducedinto the fiber bundlesand that placinghalf of the varnishon one
side of the prepregall at once is unacceptable.
The Acurex procedurefor obtainingprepregsfrom PPQ-cresolvarnisheswas
attemptedwith the 13 percentsolids polyimide-cresolvarnish. This tedious
procedurerequiresmulticoatsof the varnishwith partialcresol removal (at 132°C)
and squeegeeingbetweeneach new applicationof varnish. A compositewith a 3.71 mm
per ply thicknesswas obtained from such a prepregwith 13.8MPa processingpressure
at 316°C. The void contentcalculatedfor this compositebased on its per-ply
thickness is 2.7 percent. This is a distinct improvementover the calculatedvoid
contents seen in Table 23.
The 50x photomicrographsof the low void content composite,however, revealed
distinct resin knit lines betweenthe carbon fiber plies. The origin of the knit
lines is not clear. This compositewas prepared from prepregfrom which the epoxy
size was not removedprior to impregnationby the polyimidevarnish. Several
subsequentcompositeswere preparedwhereinthe epoxy size was removedand the knit
lines do not appear to be present in such composites.
Mechanicalpropertieswere determinedon one compositewhich had a low void
content and no knit lines. Its room temperaturepropertiesare comparableto
strengthsobtainedfrom epoxy resins and are indicatedin Table 24.
TABLE 24. PROPERTIESOF LOW VOID CONTENT POLYIMIDE
COMPOSITEa,b
Flexural StrengthMPa (ksi)/ModulusGPa (msi)
Test Temperature°C (°F)
Ambient 82 (180) 121 (250)
751 (I09)/-- 551 (80)/49(7.1) 427 (62)/46(6.7)
696 (i01)/-- 503 (73)/47(6.8) 372 (54)/47(6.8)
Short Beam Shear StrengthMPa (ksi)
76 (11.0) 59 (8.6) 56 (8.1)
81 (11.8) 47 (6.8) 37 (5.3)
aIndividualspecimenstrengths
bCelion 3000, 8-harnesssatin weave, epoxy size solvent
removed,prepregtreated 16 hr at 200°C under vacuum
molded 1 hr at 316°C, 2000 psi
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SECTION4
CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
P 1. Preparation of fully imidized polyimides is achieved by condensation in cresol at
less than 15 solids content. Rapid heatup to the final reaction temperature of
180°C is not required for polyimides prepared from aliphatic amines but when such
polyimides are modified with m--phenylenediamine, rapid heatup is important for
the attainment of clear polyimide cresol varnishes.
2. Preparationof polybenzimidazolesfrom 3,3',4,4'-tetraaminobiphenylwith
aliphatic diacidsproceedsto high molecularweight productswith melt
condensationtechniques.
3. Preparationof N-arylenepolybenzimidazolesfrom 4,4'-bis(o-aminoanilino)biphenyl
from cyclic anhydridesreadilyprovideshigh molecularwei-ghtpolymerswith
- modified (cresolfluxed)melt condensationtechniques. High molecularweight
polymers have also been attainedfrom aliphaticdiacids,but polymerization
conditionsare not well defined.
4. Withoutmodification,only the polyimidesfrom PMDA with aliphaticdiaminesand
the polybenzimidazolesfrom 3,3',4,4'-tetraaminobiphenylwith aliphaticdiacids
have adequate heat distortion temperatures to suggest utility as composite matrix
resins for 93°C application. Addition of less flexible diamines to the
polyimides from BTDAor diacids to the N-arylenepolybenzimidazoles to form
copolymers provides good heat distortion temperatures.
5. Solvent resistance testing of the polymers showed three classes of polymers to
have excellent resistance to chloroform and other solvents. The polyimides from
PMDAwith aliphatic amines are crystalline and show excellent resistance to
commonorganic solvents and humidity. Polyimides from BTDAwith aliphatic amines
and m-phenylenediamine as well as polybenzimidazoles from 3,3',4,4'-tetraamino-
biphenyl with aliphatic diacids also demonstrated good resistance to common
organic solvents and humidity. Elucidation of the operative mechanisms by which
the latter two polymer classes achieve their solvent resistance did not occur.
Postmolding, heat treatment of the m-phenylenediamine-modified aliphatic BTDA
polyimides at 316°C improves the soTvent resistance of these compositions.
6. Stressed solvent resistance testing of one polymer from each of the three polymer
classes described above showed no evidence of attack or failure after 500-hr
exposureto chloroform,acetone,or tricresylphosphate.
7. It is recommendedthat effortsto optimizethe solvent-resistantpolymer
compositionsdescribedabove be continued. Optimizationeffortsmust include
identificationof methods to successfullyimpregnatebundlesof reinforcing
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filaments,i.e., carbon or glass, as well as demonstrationof the sought
c(_npositeproperties(i.e., strength,impact,and solvent resistance).
8. The polymerwhich appearsto have the best balanceof propertiesat this time is
the polyimidefrom BTDA with 1,6-hexanediamineand m--phenylenediamine.Efforts
should continuewith this polymercomposition.
9. Based on the outstandingsolventresistanceof the polyimidefrom PMDA with
1,8-octanediamine,efforts should also continuewith this crystalline
composition.
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r APPENDIX
EXPERIMENTALDETAILS ANDPROCEDURES
A.1 PREPARATIONOF ALIPHATIC POLYIMIDES
From Decomposition of the Salt
The polymer described immediately below is patterned after the preparation of
polynonamethylenepyromellitimide, described in Reference 3. Into a lO0-ml
three-necked, round-bottom flask, protected by a drying tube, was placed 6.08 gm
(0.279 mole) pyromellitic dianhydride and 30 ml absolute methyl alcohol. A clear
solution was obtained in 20 min by gently swirling the mixture in a steam bath. Upon
quantitative addition of 4.02 gm (0.0279 mole) 1,8-diaminooctane to the flask, a mild
exotherm occurred. Distillation of the methyl alcohol from the salt left a thick,
clear syrup which became a white, opaque foam upon application of vacuum to remove
the last of the solvent.
The salt was transferred to a side-arm test tube fitted with a capillary inlet
reaching to the bottom. Alternate vacuum and nitrogen purge was performed. With a
slow nitrogen bleed through the capillary, the test tube was introduced into an oil
bath at 137°C. The salt melted and foamed, which required collapsing by spatula to
keep the melt below the oil level. Foaming again occurred. After 2.5 hr
reaction at 137%, the test tube with contents was placed into a 325°C oil bath for
2.5 hr.
A semitough, off-white foam was obtained, which was insoluble in hot m-cresol
and cold sulfuric acid. Warming the surfuric acid to 60°C and holding at that
temperature overnight provided a clear, swollen polymer gel. With additional heating
of the neat resin foam for 2 hr under nitrogen at 350°C, the product turned brown and
lost its toughness.
1,8-Octanediamine condensed with BTDAand MCTC,using the above conditions,
produced a rubbery, tan product and an orange-brittle glass, respectively.
Isophoronediamine with MCTCproduced a black, low-viscosity liquid. It became
obvious that even though proper conditions might be found for PMDA-basedaliphatic
polyimides, BTDA-based systems were very highly crosslinked. A more general
synthesis procedure was needed.
From Decomposition of the Salt Using Phenol as a Fluxing Agent
Condensation using aromatic esters to produce polyimides 9 was investigated.
On a O.Ol-mole scale, PMDAwas refluxed in 10 gm of phenol with 0.I gm
ethylmethylimidazole (EMI 24) base. The octanediamine was added to the cooled PMDA
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solution and reactedovernightin an oil bath at 105°C. An orange precipitate
formed in the first hour of reaction,and no visiblechange occurredwith overnight
reaction.
The test tube was immersedinto an oil bath at 218°C, and the reactionbecame
homogeneous. After 1 hr, pump vacuumwas appliedand the polymerheated in the bath
for an additionalhour. The productwas not solublein refluxingm-cresol,even
though it was previouslysoluble in phenol. It had an inherentviTcosityof
1.40 dl/gm in sulfuricacid, with insolublesof 26 percent (overnightwarming at 60°C
required). Severaladditionalattemptsto achieve100 percentsulfuric-acid-soluble
polymerby phenol-fluxedmelts invariablyled to insolublepolymers.
By SolutionMethods
Attemptswere then directedtoward solutioncondensationmethods. Prior art
disclosesthat several solventsare useful for achievinghigh-molecular-weight
polyimides. However,a patent10 disclosesthat cresolwith additivesis useful for
obtainingpolyamicacids at low temperatures(below40°C), as expectedfor basic
solventssuch as N,N-dimethylacetamide.Further,the tetracarboxylicacid is
disclosedas producinghigh-molecular-weightpolymersin m-cresol11. The additionof
tertiaryamines to phenolicsolutionsof dianhydridesand--diaminesis disclosed12.
PMDA With 1,8-octanediamine
In a 50-ml flask equippedwith magnetic stir bar and nitrogenpurge, 1.807 gm
(0.125mole) 1,8-diaminooctaneand 30 ml cresols (distilledKopperstar acids) were
introduced. Powdered PMDA (2.73 gm; 0.125 mole) was added to the stirringsolution
rapidly. After 40-min reactionat 40°C, the PMDA had dissolved,and the reactionwas
very thick. Infraredspectrawere conductedperiodicallyon the progressing
reaction. These analyses indicatedunreactedanhydridein all samplestaken through
140°C when the imide doubletbegan to appear.
The reactionwas heated for 1 hr each at 40°, 60°, 100°, and 140°C and 30 min
each at 160° and 180°C. The homogeneousreactionmixturewas poured slowly into
stirringmethyl alcohol, filtered,and dried for 30 min at 110°C under vacuum. The
productwas insolublein warm cresol,but completelysolublein warm sulfuricacid
(60°C). Its inherentviscositywas 0.60 dl/gm.
BTDAWith 1,8-octanediamine
BTDAand 1,8-octanediamine (0.0101 mole each) were reacted in 30 ml cresol and
0.2 gm (4 drops) EMI .24. The anhydride was predissolved in cresol with the base and
heat. Upon cooling to below 60°C, the amine was added and the reaction heated as
indicated in Table A.
A second reaction was carried out with heatup occurring over a 2-min period
from 60° to 165°C. The reaction was reacted for an additional 2 hr at 170°C. The
reaction was poured slowly into 300 ml methyl alcohol in a Waring blender on slow
speed. Upon completion of the addition, the blender was turned up to full speed for
20 to 30 s. The isolated polymer was boiled for I0 min in fresh methyl alcohol,
isolated,and dried. The inherentviscosityof the polymerwas 1.54 dl/gm with a
trace of insolubles,which was not observed in the slow heatup reactiondescribed
above.
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TABLEA. POLYMERIZATIONOF BTDAWITH 1,8-OCTANEDIAMINEIN CRESOL
Reaction Time Temperature
(hr) (°C) Comments
1.25 84
2 90
3 100
P 4.5 98
5.7b 112 Spectrumshows imide doublet,ester, and amine
carbonyls. Sample into MeOH is stringy.
7 136 Imide doublet crisp, ester carbonylabsent,
amine carbonyldisappearing. Sample into MeOH
is stringy.
7.5 140 Sample gave ninh of 0.38 dl/gm
18 140 Sample gave ninh of 1.38 dl/gm
P
22 140
25 170
25.5 175 Reactionthickerthan at 140°C. Samplegave
ninh of 1.30 dl/gm.
42 170 Reactionthicker. Sample gave ninh of 1.66
dl/gm.
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PMDA with 1,8-octanediamine(RapidHeat Up)
To 40 ml cresol solution at 40°C containing3.92 gm (0.0180mole) PMDA and
4 drops EMI was added 2.60 gm (0.0180mole) 1,8-octanediamine.The stirringmixture
was immersedinto an 180°C oil bath. The oil-bathtemperaturewas increasedto
190°C. After the reactiontemperaturereached180°C, it was held at that temperature
for 1 hr and worked up with methyl alcohol,as describedabove. The polymerwas
completelysolublein sulfuric acid with overnightwarming at 60°C. Its inherent
viscositywas 3.32 dl/gm.
A.2 PREPARATIONOF ALIPHATICPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLES
To a 22 l flask were added 4.04 kg (20 mole) sebacicacid and 4.29 kg
(20 mole) 3,3',4,4'-tetraaminobiphenylwhich were thoroughlymixed together. The
reactantswere heated under nitrogento a pot temperatureof 185°C,and then poured
into a large stainlesssteel box also capableof nitrogenpurge. The closed purging
box was placed into an air-circulatingoven at 371°C. The polymerwas heated to
315°C and held there for 2 hr. Upon removalof the polymer,it was diced with a band
saw and finallycoarse ground. Typicalinherent viscositiesof the polymer are
between 0.7 and 1.2 dl/gm (H2S04).
A.3 PREPARATIONOF N-ARYLENEPOLYBENZIMIDAZOLESFROM ANHYDRIDES
To a side arm test tube was added 3.66 gm (0.01mole) 4,4'-bis(o-amino-
anilino)biphenyl,1.68 gm (0.01 mole) methylhexahydrophthalicanhydride,and 3.0 ml
cresols (distilledKopperstar acids). Stirringand nitrogenpurge were initiated.
After 15 min at room temperature,an oil bath preheatedto 240°C was placed
immediatelyunder the test tube such that the oil level was immediatelybelow the
test tube. After 30 min, the oil bath was raised to cover the bottom 2 inches of the
test tube. Stirringwas continuedfor an additional30 min and the stirrerremoved
from the thickeningpolymerization.
After 16 hr at 240°C, the oil-bathtemperaturewas increasedslowly to 300°C
(4 hr). After overnighttreatmentat 240°C,about 50 percentof the polymerhad
turned opaque (lump in bottom of test tube), and the remainderwas clear. When the
oil-bathtemperaturereached 300°C,vacuumwas appliedfor 1 hr. Both opaque and
clear polymerwere presentin the test tube upon cooldown;however,the quantityof
clear polymerwas only about 20 percentof the yield. Both polymerswere soluble in
cresol at room temperature. The clear polymer's inherent viscosity was 1.10 dl/gm,
and the opaque polymer's was 1.62 dl/gm.
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